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A LAW OF LARGE NUMBERS IN THE SUPREMUM NORM FOR A
MULTISCALE STOCHASTIC SPATIAL GENE NETWORK
By Arnaud Debussche† and Mac Jugal Nguepedja Nankep†
Abstract
We study the asymptotic behavior of multiscale stochastic spatial gene net-
works. Multiscaling takes into account the difference of abundance between molecu-
les, and captures the dynamic of rare species at a mesoscopic level. We introduce
an assumption of spatial correlations for reactions involving rare species and a new
law of large numbers is obtained. According to the scales, the whole system splits
into two parts with different but coupled dynamics. The high scale component
converges to the usual spatial model which is the solution of a partial differential
equation, whereas, the low scale component converges to the usual homogeneous
model which is the solution of an ordinary differential equation. Comparisons are
made in the supremum norm.
1 Introduction
Modern molecular biology emphasizes the important role of the gene regulatory net-
works in the functioning of living organisms (see [DL05], [SL05] or [MW11]). As many
other dynamical systems in a great variety of fields (e.g. biology, chemistry, epidemic
theory or physics), gene regulatory networks belong to the large family of chemical reac-
tion systems, which has been highly investigated in mathematics, for modeling. We refer
to [Kur70, Kur71], [AT80], [Arn80], [EK86], [ET89], [RMC07], [CDR09], [CDMR12], and
many other references therein. Following Arnold in [Arn80], there are two main criteria
according to which reactions in a spatial domain are modeled:
(C1) global description (spatially homogeneous, ”well-stirred” case excluding diffusion)
versus local description (spatially inhomogeneous, ”spatial model” including diffusion);
(C2) deterministic description (macroscopic, phenomenological, in terms of concentra-
tions) versus stochastic description (mesoscopic, taking into account fluctuations, at the
level of particles or molecules).
The combination of these two criteria gives rise to four mathematical models:
• Deterministic-Homogeneous: the concentration is solution to an Ordinary Differential
Equation (ODE).
• Stochastic-Homogeneous: the number of particles is a (time) jump Markov process.
• Deterministic-Spatial: the concentration is solution to a Partial Differential Equation
(PDE).
• Stochastic-Spatial: the number of particles is a (space-time) jump Markov process.
There is a restrictive assumption for deterministic and many of the stochastic models,
in the literature. Namely, the different species (or reactants) have the same order of
†IRMAR, ENS Rennes, CNRS, Campus de Ker Lann, 37170 Bruz.
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population size, which is large, meaning that the whole system has a fast dynamic.
There are many biological situations for which this is not true. In some situations (gene
regulatory networks are typical), some molecules are present in much greater quantity
than others, and reactions rate constants can vary over several orders of magnitude (see
[CDMR12] or [BKPR06]). A third criterion of modeling then shows up:
(C3) one scale description with a unique and large population size scale, with only
high reaction rates and fast dynamics, versus multiscale description with at least two
population size scales, with high and low reaction rates, and, fast and slow dynamics.
Now, with the three criteria (C1), (C2), and (C3) in hands, we can derive: the
(M1) Deterministic Homogeneous Model,
(M2) Deterministic Spatial Model,
(M3) Stochastic Homogeneous Model,
(M4) Stochastic Spatial Model,
(M5) Multiscale Stochastic Homogeneous Model,
(M6) Multiscale Stochastic Spatial Model.
It should be emphasized that criterion (C3) has been introduced at the mesoscopic level
and thus suggests to preferentially consider a stochastic description for multiscaling.
This stresses the importance of, and our focus on, the multiscale stochastic modeling.
All these models are not independent one from another. The relation between (M1)
and (M3) has been thoroughly investigated by Kurtz (among others, see [Kur70, Kur71]
or [EK86] with Ethier). A law of large numbers (LLN) and the corresponding central
limit theorem (CTL) have been proved, showing convergence of (M3) to (M1). The con-
sistency of (M1) and (M2) as well as of (M3) and (M4) have been proved in [Arn80]. In
[AT80], Arnold and Theodosopulu compared (M2) and (M4) in the L2 norm, through a
LLN. Blount after Kotelenez did the same comparison, but much more extensively. Un-
der more and more relaxed assumptions, they proved different LLNs and the associated
CLTs in spaces of distributions. Blount showed a LLN in the supremum norm. We refer
to [Kot86a, Kot86b, Kot87, Kot88a], [Blo87, Blo92, Blo93, Blo94] among others.
In [RMC07], [CDR09] and [CDMR12], Crudu, Debussche, Muller and Radulescu
studied (M5). In the latter paper, they proved that the model (weakly) converges to
a finite-dimensional Piecewise Deterministic Markov Process (PDMP). In finite dimen-
sion, PDMPs are hybrid processes which follow between consecutive jumps, the flows of
ODEs whose parameters can jump. They have been well formalised and studied by Davis
in [Dav93]. Depending on the interactions and the scaling, Crudu et al. distinguished
various types of limiting PDMPs. Stochasticity does not disappear in that hybrid sim-
plification, and multiscaling appears to be a tool for estimating asymptotically at the
first order, the noise lost in the LLN. Furthermore, PDMPs increase computational effi-
ciency. This is very useful, since direct simulation of Markov processes is extremely time
consuming for models we are dealing with (see [CDR09] or [Gil76]).
In this article, we start the study of (M6) and generalize Crudu et al. to a spatially
dependent situation. Depending on their abundance, we distinguish abundant (”con-
tinuous”) and rare (”discrete”) species. Also, there are different speeds of reactions,
according to their rate scale and the species involved. When only abundant (resp. rare)
species are involved, the reaction is fast (resp. slow). Otherwise, the speed depends on
the specification of the rate scale. We assume that only abundant reactants diffuse. Also,
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a spatial correlation for slow reactions is considered. Its effects are inversely proportional
to the distance to the location where the reaction occurred. In this context, we prove a
new law of large numbers, showing the convergence of (M6) to (M2) coupled with (M1),
in the supremum norm.
The structure for the rest of the article is as follows. In Section 2, we present lo-
cal models, starting with the existing ones. We emphasize the notions of infinitesimal
generator, debit functions, scaling and density dependance. Then we present our model
of interest (M6). Afterwards, we identify its limit through the asymptotics of its debit
function and of its generator. We state and prove our main result in Section 3. Finally,
Section 4 is dedicated to the proofs of some intermediate results.
Some general notations. Let (Z, ‖·‖Z) and (Z˜, ‖·‖Z˜ be Banach spaces. The product
space Z × Z˜ is equipped with the norm ‖ · ‖Z + ‖ · ‖Z˜ . We introduce:
• L(Z, Z˜): the space of continuous linear maps from Z to Z˜. If Z = Z˜, one simply
writes L(Z). The operator norm is denoted ‖ · ‖Z→Z˜ and when there is no risk of
confusion, we denote it ‖ · ‖.
• Z ′: the space of continuous linear forms on Z. It is the topological dual space of Z.
• B(Z) (resp. Bb(Z)): the space of Borel-measurable (resp. bounded Borel-measurable)
real valued functions on Z. The space Bb(Z) is endowed with the supremum norm
‖f‖Bb(Z) = sup
x∈Z
|f(x)| = ‖f‖∞.
• Ckb (Z), k ∈ N: the space of real valued functions of class Ck, i.e. k-continuously
Fre´chet differentiable, on Z which are bounded and have uniformly bounded suc-
cesive differentials. It is equipped with the norm
‖f‖Ck
b
(Z) =
k∑
i=0
∥∥Dif∥∥∞,
where Dif is the i-th differential of f ∈ Ckb (Z), and C0b (Z) = Cb(Z) is the set of
bounded continuous real valued functions on Z.
• C l,k(Z × Z˜), l, k ∈ N: the set of real valued functions ϕ of class C l w.r.t. the first
variable and of class Ck w.r.t. the second. In particular, C0,0(Z×Z˜)) = C(Z×Z˜)).
For (z, z˜) ∈ Z× Z˜ , we donote by Dl,kϕ(z, z˜) the (Fre´chet) differential of ϕ, of order
l w.r.t. z and of order k w.r.t. z˜, computed at (z, z˜).
Also, a subscript b can be added - to obtain C l,kb (Z × Z˜) - in order to specify that
the functions and their succesive differentials are uniformly bounded.
• Cp(I): the set of piecewise continuous real valued functions defined on I = [0, 1]. It is
equipped with the supremum norm.
• C(R+, Z): the set of continuous processes defined on R+ with values in Z.
• D(R+, Z): the set of right-continuous, left-limited (or ca`dla`g1) processes defined on
1From French continu a` droite et admettant une limite a` gauche.
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R+ and taking values in Z. It is endowed with the Skorohod topologie.
2 Modeling and Asymptotics
2.1 One scale spatial models
Since we are not concerned with the homogeneous models, we only review the math-
ematical details of the local models as given by Arnold and Theodosopulu in [AT80].
2.1.1 Deterministic Spatial Model
One scale chemical reactions with diffusion in a spatial domain I ⊂ Rd are modeled
deterministically, at a macroscopic level, by the reaction-diffusion equation
∂v
∂t
= D∆v +R(v), (2.1)
where v = v(t, x) is an M-dimensional real vector which gives the concentrations for
the M ≥ 1 reactants involved in the interactions, x ∈ I is the spatial coordinate, t ≥ 0
is the time. The domain I can be bounded or unbounded, v is subjected to boundary
and initial conditions, ∆ is the Laplace operator, D is a diagonal matrix of size M , with
non-negative coefficients on the diagonal, called the diffusion matrix. As it is often the
case, we consider for simplicity D = Id, the idendity matrix (in the sequel, D is the
differential operator). Reactions are represented by R, a polynomial vector field in RM ,
defined by
R(y) = (R1(y), · · · , RM(y)) with Ri(y) :=
∑
|α|≤n
aiαy
α,
where n ∈ N∗, α = (α1, · · · , αM) ∈ NM is a multi-index, |α| := α1 + · · ·+ αM , aiα ∈ R,
y = (y1, · · · , yM) ∈ RM and yα := yα11 · · · yαMM .
Well-posedness, generator and debit function. For simplicity, we work on a
one dimensional domain, d = 1, that we project on the unit interval I = [0, 1] with
periodic boundary conditions: v(t, 0) = v(t, 1), ∀t ≥ 0. Since concentrations are positive
quantities, a positive initial data is considered: ∀x ∈ I, v(0, x) ≥ 0 in the sense vi(0, x) ≥
0, ∀1 ≤ i ≤ M . In order to have some control on the concentrations, it is assumed that
v(0) = v(0, ·) is bounded: v(0, x) < ρ1 <∞, ∀x ∈ I, for some ρ1 > 0, and that:
Assumption 2.1.
(i) For all y = (y1, · · · , yM) ∈ RM , Ri(y) ≥ 0 when yi = 0 for some 1 ≤ i ≤M .
(ii) There exists ρ2 > 0 such that 〈R(y), y〉 < 0 for all y ∈ RM satisfying |y| > ρ2.
We have denoted by | · | and 〈·, ·〉 the vector norm and the inner product of RM respec-
tively. Assumption 2.1 is natural, and ensures the consistency of the model through a
priori estimates for (2.1). In fact, (i) yieds positiveness: vi(t, x) ≥ 0, ∀t, x, ∀i, whereas
(ii) yields boundedness: v(t, x) ≤ ρ, ∀t > 0, ∀x with ρ := max(ρ1, ρ2) + 1, thanks to the
maximum principle.
As species all have the same dynamic in one scale models, a unique reactant is often
considered, i.e. M = 1. The function R is written in the form R(y) = b(y)−d(y), where
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b and d refer to variations due to births and deaths respectively. They are real valued
polynomials with non-negative coefficients, such that d(0) = 0 and an < 0. We consider
this case in this section.
We now consider an initial condition v(0) = v0 ∈ C3(I). In [Kot86a], Kotelenez
showed that, under the preceding conditions, the Cauchy problem associated with (2.1)
has a unique mild solution v ∈ C (R+;C3(I)) satisfying
v(t) = T (t)v0 +
∫ t
0
T (t− s)R(v(s))ds,
and 0 ≤ v(t) < ρ for all t ≥ 0. Here, T (t) := e∆t is the semigroup associated with the
Laplace operator ∆. We notice that v0 ∈ C3(I) is not necessary if the purpose is to solve
the equation. Well-posedness still holds for much more general v0. For more details, see
[CH98], Section 5, or [AT80], Lemma 2 (based on [Kui77]).
Informally, the (weak) infinitesimal generator of the PDE (2.1) reads
Aϕ(u) = (Duϕ(u),∆u+R(u)) = 〈Duϕ(u),∆u+ R(u)〉2 , (2.2)
for test functions ϕ ∈ C1b (C1(I)). The bracket 〈·, ·〉2 is the inner product of L2 :=
L2(I), the space of square integrable real valued functions on I, and (·, ·) denotes the
duality pairing. We give some probabilistic heuristics for understanding (2.2). Let
X(·) be a solution to (2.1), and denote by Φ(·, u) the solution starting at u ∈ C3(I).
Viewing
(
X(t)
)
t≥0 as a C
3(I)-valued deterministic - thus Markov - process on some
filtered probability space
(
Ω,F , (Ft)t≥0,P
)
, its semigroup (Pt)t≥0 on B
(
C3(I)
)
reads
Ptϕ(u) := E
[
ϕ
(
X(t)
)∣∣X(0) = u] = ϕ(Φ(t, u)).
Then as usual, we interpret the generator A as the derivative of the semigroup w.r.t. t,
at t = 0. Thus, for every test function ϕ ∈ C1b (C1(I)), the chain rule leads to
Aϕ(u) := ∂
∂t
ϕ (Φ(t, u))
∣∣∣∣
t=0
= (Dϕ(u),∆u+R(u)) .
Finally, Dϕ(u) being the differential of ϕ at u, it belongs to (C1(I))
′
. We identify it with
the (abstract) gradient of ϕ at u since C1(I) ⊂ L2, and write
(Dϕ(u),∆u+R(u)) = 〈Dϕ(u),∆u+R(u)〉2 ,
thanks to the Riesz representation theorem. Relation (2.2) then follows. 
After all, we define the corresponding debit function as
ψ(u) = ∆u+R(u).
It is the vector field, in C1(I) here, determining the flow of the equation. More precisely,
u 7→ ∆u (resp. u 7→ R(u)) is the debit function related to diffusions (resp. reactions).
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2.1.2 Stochastic Spatial Model
Following [AT80], we devide the unit interval into N smaller intervals of equal length
N−1: Ij =
(
(j − 1)N−1, jN−1], for j = 1, · · · , N , called sites. Molecules are produced
- birth - or removed - death - on each site according to chemical reactions. They also
diffuse between sites by simple random walks, at rates proportional to N2. This couples
the site reactants and extends Kurtz’s model (M3) to the spatially inhomogeneous case
(M4). Define:
• XNj : the number of molecules on site j, j = 1, · · · , N ,
• XN = (XNj )1≤j≤N ∈ NN : the molecular composition of the whole system,
• R: the set of possible onsite reactions (we assume that R is finite).
Consider the natural completed filtration
{FNt , t ≥ 0}, where FNt is the completion of
the σ-algebra σ
({
XN(s) : s ≤ t}) with null probability measure sets. That will be the
filtration considered by default, for each process we will define. From [Kur70, Kur71]
or Chapter4, Section2, p.162-164 of [EK86], we know that
{
XN(t), t ≥ 0} is a time
homogeneous NN−valued jump Markov process, with the following transitions on any j:
Onsite reactions. A chemical reaction r ∈ R occurs on the site j:
XNj −→ XNj + γj,r, γj,r ∈ Z, at rate λr
(
XNj
)
.
Diffusions. A molecule moves from the site j to the site j − 1 or to the site j + 1:{ (
XNj−1, X
N
j
) −→ (XNj−1 + 1, XNj − 1) , at rate N2XNj ,(
XNj , X
N
j+1
) −→ (XNj − 1, XNj+1 + 1) , at rate N2XNj .
At the level of the whole vector, we get for 1 ≤ j ≤ N

XN −→ XN + γj,rej at rate λr
(
XNj
)
,
XN −→ XN + ej−1 − ej at rate N2XNj
XN −→ XN + ej+1 − ej at rate N2XNj ,
where {ej , j = 1, · · · , N} is the canonical basis of RN .
In all the article, we assume that the rates of onsite reactions are polynomial func-
tions and that there are a finite number of reaction in R.
Two types of events are clearly distinguishable: onsite or chemical reactions, and
diffusions. We sometimes say reaction for each of them, but we avoid any possibility of
confusion. The vectors γj,rej, ej−1− ej , · · · appearing in the transitions are the stocheo-
metric coefficients of the corresponding event. They point out the different possible
directions that the jump due to an event can take. We also denote them by jump height
or simply jump.
We insist on the fact that the directions of jumps are actually characterized by two
parameters: a ”true” event - reaction or diffusion - and a location - site - where that event
occurs. Furthermore, they are independently chosen and the total jump rate, denoted
by λN , is the sum of the rates over all the possible directions of jump:
λN
(
XN
)
=
N∑
j=1
[∑
r∈R
λr
(
XNj
)
+N2
(
XNj−1 + 2X
N
j +X
N
j+1
)]
.
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In general, the jump height of an onsite reaction may depend both on that reaction and
on the site where it occurs. In the present model, onsite reactions are assumed to be
spatially homogeneous, that is
γj,r = γr for all 1 ≤ j ≤ N.
Well-posedness, generator and debit function. Such a Markov process can be
constructed, relying on a sequence (τi)i≥1 of independent random waiting times with
exponential distributions. We set T0 = 0 and Tk = τ1 + · · ·+ τk for k ≥ 1. {Tk, k ≥ 1} is
a family of
{FNt }-stopping times such that XN is constant on each [Tk−1, Tk), and has
a jump at Tk. The parameter of τk is the total jump rate λ
N
(
XN(Tk−1)
)
, at time Tk−1.
For t > 0,
P {τk > t |Tk−1} = exp
{−tλN (XN(Tk−1))} .
At time Tk, a given event (or direction of jump) is choosen with probability
”rate of the direction of jump at time Tk−1”
”total rate of jump at time Tk−1”
.
Periodic boundary conditions are considered on the spatial domain, andXNj is viewed
as a sequence satisfying XNj+N = X
N
j for all j (as in [Blo87], see p.10). The infinitesimal
generator of our jump Markov process then reads
ANϕ(X) := d
dt
EX
[
ϕ
(
XN(t)
)]∣∣∣∣
t=0
:= lim
t→0
1
t
EX
[
ϕ
(
XN(t)
)− ϕ(X)]
=
N∑
j=1
∑
r∈R
[ϕ (X + γrej)− ϕ(X)]λr (Xj)
+
N∑
j=1
[ϕ (X + ej−1 − ej) + ϕ (X + ej+1 − ej)− 2ϕ(X)]N2Xj.
(2.3)
We need not specify the complete domain of the generator AN . The limit above
holds, for test functions ϕ ∈ Cb
(
R
N
)
(see [EK86] p.162-164).
In this stochastic description, the global debit is the function which sums the jump
heights weighted with the corresponding rates, under the possible directions of jump. It
is a vector field in the state space. If we denote it by ΨN , then
ΨN(X) :=
N∑
j=1
∑
r∈R
γrλr(Xj)ej +N
2(ej−1 − 2ej + ej+1)Xj
=
N∑
j=1
(∑
r∈R
γrλr(Xj) +N
2 (Xj−1 − 2Xj +Xj+1)
)
ej
(2.4)
for X ∈ NN , thanks to periodicity and a change of subscript. We clearly identify the
debit of onsite reactions, and that of diffusions. The latter, the linear part in X , defines
a discrete Laplace operator that we introduce later.
Scaling and density dependence: The following are parts of the main assumptions
in the framework of one scale models.
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• On each site, the reactant has a population size of order µ. Typically, µ is large
and represents the initial average number of particles on each site.
• Density dependence holds for the reaction rates. That is: for all r ∈ R, there exists
λ˜r satisfying
λr
(
XNj
)
= µλ˜r
(
XNj
µ
)
for all j = 1, · · · , N.
Density dependence is a natural assumption when dealing with chemical reaction systems
(see [Kur70], or Chapter11 of [EK86]). It clearly holds for linear rates for instance, and
can be understood as the fact that reducing the scale is somehow increasing the density,
and results in speeding up the dynamic.
In general µ depends on N and we omit to mention the dependance on µ.
We rescale our process, setting
UNj := U
N,µ
j :=
XNj
µ
, and UN :=
(
UNj
)
1≤j≤N ,
and do not distinguish λr from λ˜r in the sequel, for all r ∈ R. The new scaled process
UN has values in RN and gives the proportions of the reactant on each site. With some
abuse, we often say concentration instead of proportion.
In order to achieve a pointwise modeling over the whole spatial domain, a space-time
jump Markov process is constructed, which is the stochastic counterpart of the solution
to (2.1). As in [AT80], [Kot86b] or [Blo87, Blo92], we introduce the step function
uN(t, x) =
N∑
j=1
UNj (t)1j(x), t ≥ 0, x ∈ Ij, (2.5)
where 1j(·) := 1Ij(·) is the indicator function of the j−th site Ij . Note that for all t ≥ 0,
N ≥ 1, the function uN(t, ·) can be identified with the vector UN (t) of RN . Furthermore,
since we consider a periodic framework we have UNj+N(t) = U
N
j and u
N(t, ·) is 1−periodic.
Below, we use the standard identification uN(t) := uN(t, ·).
Let HN denote the subspace of L2 which consists of real-valued and 1-periodic
step functions that are constant on the intervals Ij, 1 ≤ j ≤ N . Therefore, uN :={
uN(t), t ≥ 0} is a ca`dla`g (time-space) Markov process, with values in HN and jumps
given by: 

uN −→ uN + γr
µ
1j , at rate µλr
(
uNj
)
, for r ∈ R,
uN −→ uN + 1j−1 − 1j
µ
, at rate µN2uNj , for 1 ≤ j ≤ N,
uN −→ uN + 1j+1 − 1j
µ
, at rate µN2uNj , for 1 ≤ j ≤ N.
Here, uNj = U
N
j is the j−th ”coordinate” of uN , obtained by the canonical projection
PN : L
2 −→ HN
u 7−→ PNu =
N∑
j=1
uj1j, where uj := N
∫
Ij
u(x)dx.
(2.6)
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The infinitesimal generator AN := AN,µ of uN is given by
ANϕ(u) =
N∑
j=1
∑
r∈R
[
ϕ
(
u+
γr
µ
1j
)
− ϕ(u)
]
µλr (uj)
+
N∑
j=1
[
ϕ
(
u+
1j−1 − 1j
µ
)
+ ϕ
(
u+
1j+1 − 1j
µ
)
− 2ϕ(u)
]
µN2uj,
(2.7)
on the domain Cb
(
H
N
)
. It can be extended to Cb (L
2) by
A¯Nϕ(u) := ANϕ(PNu).
Such a Markov process does exist and is unique (see [Kot88b] whose result is based on
[EK86]) until a possible blow-up time. In addition, under natural assumptions on the
reaction rates, we have uN(t) ≥ 0 for all t, as soon as uN(0) ≥ 0.
As already mentioned, the convergence of uN to u solution of (2.1) has been the object
of several articles. This implies in particular that for N large enough there is no blow-up.
For f, g ∈ HN , the L2 inner product reads 〈f, g〉2 = N−1
∑N
j=1 fjgj. We denote by
‖ · ‖2 the L2 norm. Also, the supremum norm is given by ‖f‖∞ = sup1≤j≤N |fj|. Setting
H := ∪N≥1HN , the following obviously holds.
Proposition 2.1.
(i)
(
H
N , 〈·, ·〉2
)
is a finite dimensional Hilbert space with
{√
N1j, 1 ≤ j ≤ N
}
as an
orthonormal basis.
(ii) lim
N→∞
‖PNu− u‖2 −→ 0 for u ∈ L2, and (H, ‖ · ‖2) is dense in
(
L2, ‖ · ‖2
)
.
(iii) PN is a contracting linear continuous operator on
(
Cp(I), ‖ · ‖∞
)
such that
lim
N→∞
‖PNu− u‖∞ −→ 0 for u ∈ Cp(I), and (H, ‖ · ‖∞) is dense in
(
Cp(I), ‖ · ‖∞
)
.
2.2 Multiscale Stochastic Spatial Model
Now we wish to generalize [CDMR12] to a spatially dependent context. We consider
two orders of population sizes and repeat the previous procedure. Note that at least
two types of reactants are needed, i.e. M ≥ 2 is necessary. For simplicity, we consider
exactly two reactants, i.e. we take M = 2, that we denote by C and D. The former is
abundant and the latter is rare. Henceforth, the super/subscript C (resp. D) refers to
the species C (resp. D).
The set R of possible onsite reactions is divided in three disjoint subsets
R = RC ∪RDC ∪RD.
Reactions in RC (resp. RD) involve only molecules of C (resp. D) as reactants and
products, whereas, reactions in RDC involve both types of reactants and/or products.
We assume:
Assumption 2.2.
(i) Density dependence holds for reactions in RC.
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(ii) Reactions r ∈ RC are spatially homogeneous and fast ( ”pure fast reactions”),
while reactions r ∈ RD are slow (”pure slow reactions”).
(iii) The molecules of C diffuse, while those of D do not.
Now, we define
• XN,Cj
(
resp.XN,Dj
)
as the number of molecules of C (resp. D) on the site j,
• XNC :=
(
XN,Cj
)
1≤j≤N
, XND :=
(
XN,Dj
)
1≤j≤N
and XN :=
(
XNC , X
N
D
) ∈ N2N .
Scales are set such that on every site, the initial average number of molecules for C is of
order µ, while it is of order κ for D, with µ≫ κ. Namely, if the total initial population
is M = MC +MD, then MC ≈ N × µ while MD ≈ N × κ. We set
UN,Cj := U
N,µ,C
j :=
XN,Cj
µ
, UN,Dj := U
N,µ,D
j := X
N,D
j ,
UNC :=
(
UN,Cj
)
1≤j≤N
, UND :=
(
UN,Dj
)
1≤j≤N
,
and finally
UN,µ =: UN :=
(
UNC , U
N
D
)
.
The new scaled process UN has values in RN ×NN . Its generator has the form
AN,µϕ (UC , UD)
=
N∑
j=1
{∑
r∈RC
[
ϕ
(
UC +
γCj,r
µ
ej , UD
)
− ϕ(UC , UD)
]
µλr
(
UCj
)
+
∑
r∈RDC
[
ϕ
(
UC +
γCj,r
µ
ej, UD + γ
D
j,rej
)
− ϕ(UC , UD)
]
λr
(
UCj , U
D
j
)
+
∑
r∈RD
[
ϕ
(
UC , UD + γ
D
j,rej
)− ϕ(UC , UD)]λr (UDj )
}
+
N∑
j=1
{[
ϕ
(
UC +
ej−1 − ej
µ
, UD
)
+ ϕ
(
UC +
ej+1 − ej
µ
, UD
)
− 2ϕ(UC , UD)
]
µN2UCj
for test functions ϕ ∈ Cb
(
R
2N
)
and U = (UC , UD) ∈ R2N .
Below, we discuss the nature of the reactions in RDC , and consider situations where
γr,Dj and λr need to be rescaled, for r ∈ RD and some r ∈ RDC .
Next, we introduce the step function
uN(t, x) =
N∑
j=1
UNj (t)1j(x), t ≥ 0, x ∈ Ij, (2.8)
which belongs to HN ×HN . It involves the following functions for each component
uNC (t, x) =
N∑
j=1
uN,Cj (t)1j(x) and u
N
D(t, x) =
N∑
j=1
uN,Dj (t)1j(x),
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where
uN,Cj (t) := PNu
N
C (t) = N
∫
Ij
uNC (t, x)dx = U
N,C
j (t),
and a similar relation holds for the reactant D. Therefore, uN :=
{
uN(t), t ≥ 0} is a
H
N ×HN -valued ca`dla`g jump Markov process, with the transitions:

(
uNC , u
N
D
) −→
(
uNC +
γCj,r
µ
1j, u
N
D
)
, at rate µλr
(
uN,Cj
)
, for r ∈ RC ,
(
uNC , u
N
D
) −→
(
uNC +
γCj,r
µ
1j, u
N
D + γ
D
j,r1j
)
, at rate λr
(
uN,Cj , u
N,D
j
)
, r ∈ RDC ,
(
uNC , u
N
D
) −→ (uNC , uND + γDj,r1j), at rate λr (uN,Dj ), for r ∈ RD,(
uNC , u
N
D
) −→ (uNC + 1j−1 − 1jµ , uND
)
, at rate N2uN,Cj , for 1 ≤ j ≤ N ,
(
uNC , u
N
D
) −→ (uNC + 1j+1 − 1jµ , uND
)
, at rate N2uN,Cj , for 1 ≤ j ≤ N ,
(2.9)
We endow HN ×HN with the norm
‖(f1, f2)‖∞,∞ := ‖f1‖∞ + ‖f2‖∞, for f1, f2 ∈ HN .
As before, we assume that onsite reactions in RC are spatially homogeneous, that is
γCj,r = γ
C
r for all 1 ≤ j ≤ N, r ∈ RC .
Let us specify the description of the mixed reactions.
Assumption 2.3. In some S1 ⊂ RDC , reactions are spatially homogeneous, fast and do
not affect the discrete species:
• γDj,r = 0 and the rate is µλ˜r
(
uN,Cj , u
N,D
j
)
for r ∈ S1 ⊂ RDC
Again we omit the tilde below.
The limit N → ∞ of the above system creates mathematical difficulties (see Re-
mark 3.3 and Remark 4.1 below). We introduce some spatial correlations for reactions
in (RDC\S1) ∪RD.
All reactions in (RDC\S1) ∪ RD are slow. We assume that when such a reaction
occurs on a site, it affects the neighboring sites. A natural way to do this is to assume
that when the reaction r ∈ (RDC\S1) ∪ RD occurs at a site j ∈ {1, . . . , N}, each site
i ∈ {1, . . . , N}, is affected in the following way:
(uN,Cj , u
N,D
j ) −→ (uN,Cj +
γCr
µ
γNij , u
N,D
j + γ
D
r γ
N
ij ). (2.10)
A first possibility is to take γNij =
1
A
for |i− j| < A, describing the case when a reaction
at site i triggers simultaneously the same reaction at sites at distance less than A
N
, while
keeping the global effect of order 1. The above model corresponds to A = 1 but below
11
we assume that A has the same order as N . More generally, we choose a 1-periodic Cp(I)
function a and choose:
γNij =
∫
Ii
a
(
x− j
N
)
dx.
It is natural to assume that a is maximum at zero, and is even decaying with respect to
|x|. The preceding case is recovered with a being an indicator function. Note that we
should require that γDr γ
N
ij is an integer, but it is complicated to write general conditions
to ensure this.
This modeling has a problem. Indeed, the positivity of the proportion of molecules is
ensured by the fact that the rate vanishes when the proportion vanishes, but now, since
we have a nonlocal effect this is not true. It would not be realistic to consider a rate
which depends on the proportion at all neighboring sites. Instead, we simply assume
that when a reaction occurs at site j, it has an effect at a site i only if the reaction is
possible. Thus we would like to replace (2.10) by
(uN,Cj , u
N,D
j ) −→
(
uN,Cj +
γCr
µ
γNij θ
r
ij , u
N,D
j + γ
D
r γ
N
ij θ
r
ij
)
(2.11)
with θrij = θ
r
ij
(
uN,Cj , u
N,D
j
)
= 1
u
N,C
j +
γCr
µ
γNij≥0
1
u
N,D
j +γ
D
r γ
N
ij≥0, where γ
C
r = 0 for r ∈ RD.
Again, this creates mathematical difficulties, since the indicator function is not smooth.
We replace it by a smooth function θ equal to 0 on (−∞, 0], to 1 on [1,∞) and smoothly
increasing on [0, 1]. We are now able to write the multiscale model we consider.
Assumption 2.4. When a slow reaction r ∈ (RDC\S1) ∪ RD occurs on a site j, it
affects C and D on a site 1 ≤ i ≤ N in the following way:
γCj,r ≡ γN,Cj,r
(
uNC , u
N
D
)
:= γCr
N∑
i=1
γNij 1iθ
r
ij
(
uN,Ci , u
N,D
i
)
and
γDj,r ≡ γN,Dj,r
(
uNC , u
N
D
)
:= γDr
N∑
i=1
γNij 1iθ
r
ij
(
uN,Ci , u
N,D
i
)
,
where γNij :=
∫
Ii
a
(
x− j
N
)
dx, and θrij
(
uN,Ci , u
N,D
i
)
= θ
(
uN,Ci +
γCr
µ
γNij
)
θ
(
uN,Di + γ
D
r γ
N
ij
)
.
Remark 2.1. Assumption 2.4 points out some spatial correlation for slow reactions.
These latter start on a source site j, and then, their effect spreads inside the system.
This is a natural assumption in molecular biologie. In the cell, the synthesis of some
rare proteins is the launch for a sequence of chemical reactions in chain. This kind
of phenomenon preceeds the activation of a gene on DNA (DeoxyriboNucleic Acid) for
instance.
Since 1i(x) is nonzero only on Ii and γ
N
ij ≤ a(0)N , we clearly have:
∥∥∥γN,Cj,r (uNC , uND)∥∥∥∞ ≤
∣∣γCr |a(0)
N
and
∥∥∥γN,Dj,r (uNC , uND)∥∥∥∞ ≤
∣∣γDr |a(0)
N
(2.12)
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The infinitesimal generator of uN on Cb
(
H
N ×HN) then reads
ANϕ(uC , uD)
=
N∑
j=1


∑
r∈RC
[
ϕ
(
uC +
γCr
µ
1j, uD
)
− ϕ(uC , uD)
]
µλr
(
uCj
)
+
∑
r∈S1
[
ϕ
(
uC +
γCr
µ
1j, uD
)
− ϕ(uC , uD)
]
µλr
(
uCj , u
D
j
)
+
∑
r∈RDC\S1
[
ϕ
(
uC +
γ
N,C
j,r (uC , uD)
µ
, uD + γ
N,D
j,r (uC , uD)
)
− ϕ(uC , uD)
]
×λr
(
uCj , u
D
j
)
+
∑
r∈RD
[
ϕ
(
uC , uD + γ
N,D
j,r (uC , uD)
)
− ϕ(uC , uD)
]
λr
(
uDj
)
+
N∑
j=1
[
ϕ
(
uC +
1j−1 − 1j
µ
, uD
)
+ ϕ
(
uC +
1j+1 − 1j
µ
, uD
)
− 2ϕ(uC , uD)
]
µN2uCj
(2.13)
It can be extended to Cb
(
L2 × L2) by
ANϕ(uC , uD) := AN,µϕ(PNuC , PNuD).
For u := (uC , uD) ∈ L2 × L2, we may often use the notation P˜Nu := (PNuC , PNuD).
Again, such a process exists until a possible blow-up time. If the process blows up,
we say that from this time it takes a cemetary value ∆¯ whose distance to any point is 1.
2.3 Convergence of (M6)
We discuss the asymptotic behavior of the sequence uN of Markov processes repre-
senting (M6), as N and µ go to the infinity, for polynomial (onsite) reaction rates.
2.3.1 Identification of the limit
Some preliminaries: a discrete Laplace. For f ∈ Cp(I) and for x ∈ [0, 1], we set
∇+Nf(x) := N
[
f
(
x+
1
N
)
− f(x)
]
and ∇−Nf(x) := N
[
f(x)− f
(
x− 1
N
)]
.
Then, we define the discrete Laplace
∆Nf(x) := ∇+N∇−Nf(x)
= ∇−N∇+Nf(x) = N2
[
f
(
x− 1
N
)
− 2f(x) + f
(
x+
1
N
)]
.
If f ∈ HN in particular, then
∆Nf(x) =
N∑
j=1
[
N2(fj−1 − 2fj + fj+1)
]
1j(x).
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From the spectral analysis of ∆N , it is well known that, if N is an odd integer,
letting 0 ≤ m ≤ N − 1 with m even, letting ϕ0,N ≡ 1, ϕm,N(x) =
√
2cos
(
πmjN−1
)
and ψm,N (x) =
√
2sin
(
πmjN−1
)
for x ∈ Ij , then,
{
ϕm,N , ψm,N
}
are eigenfunctions of
∆N with eigenvalues given by −βm,N = −2N2
(
1− cos(πmN−1)) ≤ 0. If N is even, we
need the additional eigenfunction ϕN,N = cos(πj) for x ∈ Ij . The following (classical)
properties are derived from [Blo87], Lemma 2.12 p.12, [Blo92], Lemma 4.2 for the parts
(i)-(vi), and from [Kat66], chapter 9, Section 3 for the part (vi).
Proposition 2.2. (Some properties of the discrete Laplace)
(i) The family {ϕm,N , ψm,N} forms an orthonormal basis of
(
H
N , 〈·, ·〉2
)
.
Consider f, g ∈ HN and let TN (t) = e∆N t denote the semigroup on HN generated by ∆N .
(ii) TN(t)f =
∑
m
e−βm,N t (〈f, ϕm,N〉2ϕm,N + 〈f, ψm,N 〉2ψm,N).
(iii) 〈∇+Nf, g〉2 = 〈f,∇−Ng〉2 and TN(t)∆Nf = ∆NTN (t)f .
(iv) ∆N and TN (t) are self-adjoint on
(
H
N , 〈·, ·〉2
)
.
(v) TN(t) is a positive contraction semigroup on both
(
H
N , 〈·, ·〉2
)
and
(
H
N , ‖ · ‖∞
)
.
(vi) The projection PN commutes with ∆N , and ∀T > 0, f ∈ C3(I),

‖∆Nf −∆f‖∞ −→ 0 as N →∞,
‖∆NPNf −∆f‖∞ −→ 0 as N →∞,
sup
t∈[0,T ]
‖TN (t)PNf − T (t)f‖∞ −→ 0 as N →∞.
We introduce the operator ∆˜N :=
(
∆N 0
0 0
)
on HN ×HN , and denote by T˜N(t) := e∆˜N t
the associated semigroup.
(vii) ∆˜N is a bounded linear operator on
(
H
N ×HN , ‖ · ‖∞,∞
)
.
(viii) T˜N(t) =
(
TN(t) 0
0 Id
)
, and defines a bounded positive contraction semigroup on(
H
N ×HN , ‖ · ‖∞,∞
)
. We have denoted by Id is the identity operator on H
N .
Debit functions and formal limit of the generator. We consider the generator
AN of (M6) given by (2.13), applied to a C2b
(
H
N×HN) test function ϕ. We use a Taylor
expansion of order 2 of ϕ. From Section 2.1.2, we know that the generator is (informally)
obtained as the image of the corresponding debit by the differential of the test function.
In Section 4.1, we give heuristics showing that the terms related to the second order of
the Taylor expansion vanish, under the very strong condition µ−1N2 → 0 as N, µ→∞.
In our rigorous proof below, we only assume µ−1 logN → 0.
Concerning the first order terms, we identify the differential operator with the gra-
dient as usual, and get
(
Dϕ(uC , uD),Ψ
N (uC , uD)
)
=
〈
D1,0ϕ(uC , uD),
N∑
j=1

∑
r∈RC
γCr λr
(
uCj
)
+
∑
r∈S1
γCr λr
(
uCj , u
D
j
)1j
〉
2
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+〈
D1,0ϕ(uC , uD),
N∑
j=1

 ∑
r∈RDC\S1
γ
N,C
j,r (uC , uD)
µ
λr
(
uCj , u
D
j
)1j
〉
2
+
〈
D1,0ϕ(uC , uD),
N∑
j=1
N2 (1j−1 − 21j + 1j+1) uCj
〉
2
+
〈
D0,1ϕ(uC , uD),
N∑
j=1

 ∑
r∈RDC\S1
γ
N,D
j,r (uC , uD)λr
(
uCj , u
D
j
)
+
∑
r∈RD
γ
N,D
j,r (uC , uD)λr
(
uDj
)〉
2
,
where D1,0 (resp. D0,1) denotes the differential with respect to uC (resp. uD).
On the one hand, we derive the debit function ΨNC : H
N × HN −→ HN , related to
the reactant C and defined by
ΨNC (uC , uD) := ∆NuC + F (uC , uD) + F
N
1 (uC , uD). (2.14)
The first term on the r.h.s. is the debit of the diffusions of molecules of C. As in (2.4),
it is obtained using the periodicity and a change of index:
N∑
j=1
N2 (1j−1 − 21j + 1j+1) uCj =
N∑
j=1
N2
(
uCj+1 − 2uCj + uCj−1
)
1j = ∆NuC . (2.15)
The second term is associated with fast onsite reactions (they all influence C). It is given
by
F (uC, uD) =
N∑
j=1
(∑
r∈RC
γCr λr
(
uCj
)
+
∑
r∈S1
γCr λr
(
uCj , u
D
j
))
1j
=
∑
r∈RC
γCr λr (uC) +
∑
r∈S1
γCr λr (uC , uD).
(2.16)
The third term corresponds to slow onsite reactions influencing C and vanishes at the
limit. It is defined by
FN1 (uC , uD) =
1
µ
N∑
j=1
∑
r∈RDC\S1
γCr
N∑
i=1
γNij 1iθ
r
ij(u
C
i , u
D
i )λr(u
C
j , u
D
j ) (2.17)
On the other hand, we have ΨND : H
N × HN −→ HN , the debit related to D. It
corresponds to slow onsite reactions - only them has an effect on D - and is given by
ΨND(uC, uD) =
N∑
j=1
N∑
i=1
γNij 1igij(uC , uD) =: G
N(uC , uD), (2.18)
where
gij(uC , uD) =
∑
r∈RDC\S1
γDr θ
r
ij
(
uCi , u
D
i
)
λr
(
uCj , u
D
j
)
+
∑
r∈RD
γDr θ
r
ij
(
uCi , u
D
i
)
λr
(
uDj
)
.
The global debit on HN ×HN then reads
ΨN(uC, uD) =
(
ΨNC (uC , uD),Ψ
N
D(uC , uD)
)
.
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We finally define the extra debit type function G : Cp(I)× Cp(I) −→ Cp(I), by
G(uC, uD)(x) := θ(uC(x))θ(uD(x))
∫ 1
0
g(uC, uD)(y)a(x− y)dy (2.19)
for all x ∈ I. It is the limit of GN (see Section 4.4). Here,
g(uC, uD) =
∑
r∈RDC\S1
γDr λr(uC , uD) +
∑
r∈RD
γDr λr(uD).
Remark 2.2. We notice that ∆N , F , F
N
1 and G
N map Cp(I)× Cp(I) on Cp(I). This
follows from the definition of the discrete Laplace, and from we are considering polyno-
mial reaction rates. Here above, we have considered these three functions on HN ×HN ,
as they were introduced to define the debit function, on HN ×HN .
Besides, the debit can be extended to Cp(I)×Cp(I), not by taking ∆N , F , FN1 and GN
as maps on Cp(I) × Cp(I), but using the projection PN introduced earlier, in a similar
way as for extending the generator. Namely, the global debit extends to
(uC , uD) 7→
(
ΨNC (PNuC, PNuD),Ψ
N
D(PNuC , PNuD)
)
.
Furthermore, it should be emphasized that each of F , FN1 and λr, r ∈ R is a function
of real variables, actually. Still, we use the notation F (u) for u ∈ Cp(I)× Cp(I). That
is, for a given u, we define a function f(u) : I → R by
f(u)(x) = F (u(x)), ∀x ∈ [0, 1].
If F is (locally) Lipschitz, then f is (locally) Lipschitz too, accordingly, with the corre-
sponding norms. We do not distinguish between F and f in our notations, and do the
same for the functions FN1 and λr, r ∈ R.
Fix u = (uC , uD) ∈ Cp(I)× Cp(I) and let N, µ→∞. Clearly, FN1
(
P˜Nu
)→ 0. From
Proposition 2.1 and the continuity of F , F
(
P˜Nu
) → F (u). Therefore, if uC ∈ C3(I),
ΨNC
(
P˜Nu
) → ∆uC + F (u) thanks to Proposition 2.2 (vi). We also prove below that
ΨND
(
P˜Nu
)
= GN
(
P˜Nu
) → G(u). Therefore, under the strong assumption µ−1N2 → 0
and uC ∈ C3(I), we obtain the limit generator
A∞ϕ (uC, uD) =
〈
D1,0ϕ(uC, uD),∆uC + F (uC, uD)
〉
2
+
〈
D0,1ϕ(uC, uD), G(uC , uD)
〉
2
.
(2.20)
The condition µ−1N2 → 0 was used By Arnold and Theodosopulu in [AT80], to
prove a LLN for (M4) in the L2 norm. However, that condition is not optimal. In-
deed, in [Blo92], Blount proved a LLN for (M4) in the supremum norm, requiring only
µ−1 logN → 0. Our convergence result for (M6) falls within the latter framework.
We now look for a process admitting A∞ defined by (2.20) as infinitesimal generator.
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2.3.2 The limiting problem
Well-posedness. Proceding as in Section 2.1.1, we see that to A∞, corresponds
∂vC
∂t
= ∆vC + F (vC , vD) (PDE) coupled to (ODE)
dvD
dt
= G(vC , vD).
Hence, we shall consider the following system of differential equations, for x ∈ I, t ≥ 0,
with periodic boundary conditions and initial data v0 =
(
vC0 , v
D
0
)
:

∂
∂t
vC(t, x) = ∆vC(t, x) + F (vC(t, x), vD(t, x))
∂
∂t
vD(t, x) = G(vC(t, x), vD(t, x))
vC(t, 0) = vC(t, 1) and vD(t, 0) = vD(t, 1) ∀t ≥ 0
vC(0, x) = v
C
0 (x) ≥ 0 and vD(0, x) = vD0 (x) ≥ 0 ∀x.
A compact form of the system is:

d
dt
v(t) = ∆˜v(t) +R(v(t))
v(t, 0) = v(t, 1) ∀t ≥ 0
v(0) = v0 ≥ 0,
(2.21)
where ∆˜ =
(
∆ 0
0 0
)
: Cp(I) × Cp(I) → Cp(I) is a linear operator we define on the
domain C2(I) × Cp(I), and whose associated semigroup T˜ (t) := e∆˜t is of contraction.
For u ∈ Cp(I)× Cp(I), R(u) =
(
F (u)
G(u)
)
, with G(u) = θ(uC)θ(uD)a ∗ g(u).
Before, we give the counterpart of Assumption 2.1 for (2.21), let us introduce theHN -
valued function |g| defined by |g|(u) :=∑Nj=1 |g|j(u)1j for u = (uC , uD) ∈ Cp(I)×Cp(I),
where
|g|j(uC , uD) :=
∑
r∈RDC\S1
|γDr |λr(uCj , uDj ) +
∑
r∈RD
|γDr |λr(uDj ),
so that
|g|(u) =
∑
r∈RDC\S1
|γDr |λr(uC, uD) +
∑
r∈RD
|γDr |λr(uD).
Below, we introduce different quantities and functions such as |g|, related to debit type
functions, and explain the intuition behind them. We call |g| the ”amplitude function”
associated with the debit type function g. Then as usual, we may view |g| as a real
valued function defined on R2. Now, we make the following
Assumption 2.5.
(C1) F is locally Lipschitz and F (y) ≥ 0 for y = (y1, y2) ∈ R2 such that y1 = 0.
(C2) There exists 0 < ρC <∞ such that |y| > ρC yields F (y) < 0 for all y ∈ Rm.
(D1) θ(y) = 0 for y ≤ 0.
(D2) g is locally Lipschitz, and |g| has at most linear growth w.r.t. its second
variable: for all c¯ > 0 there exists M1(c¯) ≥ 0 such that, for |y1| ≤ c¯, |g|(y1, y2) ≤
M1(c¯)(|y2|+ 1).
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Concerning the reactant C, Assumption 2.5 (C1) and (C2) correspond to Assump-
tion 2.1. These conditions are met in particular, as soon as the rate of each fast reaction
satisfies (C1) and (C2) in the place of F . Yet, there is difference with D. First of all,
in order to ensure positivity for its concentration, we have introduced the function θ in
Assumption 2.4. Moreover, the debit associated with D involves a convolution product
at the limit. It seems difficult to write an assumption similar to (C2) and we assume
linear growth which is less general.
The upcoming result states that A∞ is the generator of a unique process. It is a
straightforward adaptation of the result of Kotelenez in [Kot86a], about well-posedness
for the one scale deterministic spatial model.
Proposition 2.3. Assume that:
(i) the rates of onsite reactions are polynomial and such that Assumption 2.5 holds,
(ii) v0 =
(
vC0 , v
D
0
) ∈ C3(I)× C3(I),
(iii) ρC , ρD ≥ 1 such that ‖vC0 ‖∞ < ρC <∞ and ‖vD0 ‖∞ < ρD <∞.
Then, (2.21) has a unique global mild solution v := v(t, v0) satisfying
v = (vC , vD) ∈ C
(
R+;C
3(I)× C3(I)) (2.22)
and
v(t) = T˜ (t)v0 +
∫ t
0
T˜ (t− s)R(v(s))ds ∀t ≥ 0. (2.23)
Moreover, 

vC(t) ≥ 0, vD(t) ≥ 0 ∀t ≥ 0,
‖vC(t)‖∞ ≤ ρC ∀t ≥ 0,
‖vD(t)‖∞ ≤ (ρD + 1)ea(0)M1(ρC )t ∀t ≥ 0.
(2.24)
A discretization of the limit. We define a discrete version vN = (vNC , v
N
D ) of the
limiting problem. Henceforth, v = (vC , vD) denotes the solution to (2.21) given by
Proposition 2.3. For x ∈ I, t ≥ 0, we consider the system:

∂
∂t
vNC (t, x) = ∆Nv
N
C (t, x) + F
(
vNC (t, x), v
N
D (t, x)
)
∂
∂t
vND (t, x) = G
(
vNC (t, x), v
N
D (t, x)
)
,
vNC (t, 0) = v
N
C (t, 1) and v
N
D (t, 0) = v
N
D (t, 1),
vNC (0, x) = PNvC(0) and v
N
D (0) := PNvD(0) .
Note that vN(0) = P˜Nv(0), where we recall P˜Nv := (PNvC , PNvD). Using the operators
introduced in Proposition 2.2, a compact version for this system of ODEs reads

d
dt
vN(t) = ∆˜Nv
N(t) +R
(
vN(t), vN(t)
)
vN(t, 0) = vN(t, 1)
vN(0) = P˜Nv(0).
(2.25)
The next result gives a relation between the limiting problem and its discretization.
Its proof is reported to Appendix 4.2.
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Theorem 2.1. If the rates of onsite reactions are polynomial and Assumption 2.5 holds,
then (2.25) has a unique global mild solution vN = (vNC , v
N
D ) ∈ C
(
R+;H
N×HN) satisfying
vN(t) = T˜N (t)P˜Nv(0) +
∫ t
0
T˜N (t− s)
(
F
(
vN(s)
)
G
(
vN(s)
)) ds (2.26)
for all t ≥ 0. Furthermore, for any fixed T > 0,{
‖vNC (t)‖∞ ≤ (ρ+ 1)/2 ∀t ≥ 0,
‖vND (t)‖∞ ≤ c¯D = c¯D(M1, T, a(0)), ∀0 ≤ t ≤ T,
(2.27)
and
sup
t∈[0,T ]
∥∥vN(t)− v(t)∥∥∞,∞ −→ 0. (2.28)
3 The Law of Large Numbers
Now, we state and prove our main result.
Theorem 3.1. Consider a sequence uN =
(
uNC , u
N
D
)
of Markov processes starting at
uN(0) =
(
uNC (0), u
N
D(0)
)
, with infinitesimal generators AN given by (2.7). Assume that
the assumptions of Proposition 2.3 hold and:
(i) N, µ −→∞ in such a way that µ−1 logN −→ 0,
(ii) uN(0) ≥ 0 and ∥∥uN(0)− v(0)∥∥∞,∞ −→ 0 in probability.
Then, for all T > 0,
sup
t∈[0,T ]
∥∥uN(t)− v(t)∥∥∞,∞ −→ 0 in probability. (3.1)
Proof. Let T > 0 be fixed. Our goal is to show that,
∀ǫ > 0, P
{
sup
[0,T ]
∥∥uN(t)− v(t)∥∥∞,∞ > ǫ
}
−→ 0.
It follows from Theorem 2.1 that it is sufficient to prove
∀ǫ > 0, P
{
sup
[0,T ]
∥∥uN(t)− vN(t)∥∥∞,∞ > ǫ
}
−→ 0. (3.2)
The rest of the proof is divided in two principal steps. In the first step, we successively
consider some martingales associated to our model (M6) and, an adequate truncation
of our process in time, using the properties of these martingales. The aim is to work
only with the truncated model in the place of the initial one. Next, we conclude using a
Gronwall-Bellman argument.
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3.1 Accompanying martingales
Different types of martingales are associated to jump Markov processes such as uN .
Before specifying some of them, we introduce:
Some useful notations. Let j = 1, · · · , N and u = (uC , uD) ∈ Cp(I)×Cp(I) be fixed.
• λCj (u)
(
resp. λDj (u)
)
is the rate for fast (resp. slow) reactions on site j:
λCj (uC , uD) = µ
(∑
r∈RC
λr
(
uCj
)
+
∑
r∈S1
λr
(
uCj , u
D
j
)
+ 2N2uCj
)
,
and
λDj (uC, uD) =
∑
r∈RDC\S1
λr
(
uCj , u
D
j
)
+
∑
r∈RD
λr
(
uDj
)
.
• λj(u) := λCj (u) + λDj (u) is the total rate for reactions on site j.
• λN(u) :=
N∑
j=1
λj(u) is the total rate for reactions in the system:
λN(uC , uD) = µ
N∑
j=1
(∑
r∈RC
λr
(
uCj
)
+
∑
r∈S1
λr
(
uCj , u
D
j
)
+ 2N2uCj
)
+
N∑
j=1

 ∑
r∈RDC\S1
λr
(
uCj , u
D
j
)
+
∑
r∈RD
λr
(
uDj
).
• If the reaction rates are bounded, we set λ¯ := max (λ¯C , λ¯D) where,
λ¯C =
∑
r∈RC∪S1
∥∥λC∥∥∞ with ∥∥λC∥∥∞ := sup {‖λr‖∞, r ∈ RC ∪ S1} .
The notation λ¯D is the counterpart of λ¯C for slow reactions.
• |γ| := max (∣∣γC∣∣ , ∣∣γD∣∣) and γ¯ := max (γ¯C , γ¯D).
γ¯D := max

 ∑
r∈RDC\S1
∣∣γD∣∣ , ∑
r∈RD
∣∣γD∣∣

 , with ∣∣γD∣∣ := sup
r∈(RDC\S1)∪RD
∣∣γDr ∣∣.
The notations γ¯C and
∣∣γC∣∣ are the counterparts for fast reactions.
Recall that the debit of a process is defined as the sum of its jumps weighted by the
corresponding rates, over all its possible jump directions. Let
δuNj (t) := u
N
j (t)− uNj (t−)
be the jump of uNj at time t, and denote by |δuNj (t)| the amplitude of that jump, where
|(y1, y2)| = |y1|+ |y2|. Firstly, we define the ”amplitude” |ΨNC |j (resp. |ΨND |j) of the debit
ΨN,Cj (resp. Ψ
N,D
j ), as the debit function of the process(∑
s≤t
∣∣δuN,Cj (t)∣∣
)
t≥0

resp.
(∑
s≤t
∣∣δuN,Dj (t)∣∣
)
t≥0

 .
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As a fact, that notion of ”amplitude” is perfectly adapted to any of the specific debit
functions ∆N , F , F
N
1 , or G
N . Especially, we have for the part related to C:
• |∆N |j (uC) = N2
(
uCj−1 + 2u
C
j + u
C
j+1
)
,
• |F |j(uC, uD) =
∑
r∈RC
|γCr |λr
(
uCj
)
+
∑
r∈S1
|γCr |λr
(
uCj , u
D
j
)
,
• |FN1 |j(uC , uD) =
1
µ
N∑
i=1
∑
r∈RDC\S1
|γNij |θrij(uCi , uDi )λr(uCj , uDj ),
• ∣∣ΨNC ∣∣j (uC , uD) = |∆N |j (u) + |F |j(u) + ∣∣FN1 ∣∣j (uC , uD).
For the part related to the reactant D, we have
• |g|ij(uC , uD) =
∑
r∈RDC\S1
∣∣γDr ∣∣θrij(uCi , uDi )λr(uCj , uDj ) + ∑
r∈RD
∣∣γDr ∣∣θrij(uCi , uDi )λr(uDj ),
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ N ,
• ∣∣ΨND∣∣j(uC , uD) =
N∑
i=1
|γNij ||g|ij(uC, uD) =:
∣∣GN ∣∣
j
(uC, uD).
Then we set
∣∣ΨN ∣∣
j
(u) :=
∣∣ΨNC ∣∣j (u) + ∣∣ΨND∣∣j (u) and ∣∣ΨN ∣∣ (u) :=
N∑
j=1
∣∣ΨN ∣∣
j
(u).
Next, we analogously define the ”square amplitude” |ΨNC |2j (resp. |ΨND|2j) of ΨN,Cj
(resp. ΨN,Dj ), as the debit function of the process
(∑
s≤t
∣∣δuN,Cj (t)∣∣2
)
t≥0

resp.
(∑
s≤t
∣∣δuN,Dj (t)∣∣2,
)
t≥0

 .
Then,
• |∆N |2j (uC) := N2
(
uCj−1 + 2u
C
j + u
C
j+1
)
,
• |F |2j(uC, uD) =
∑
r∈RC
|γCr |2λr
(
uCj
)
+
∑
r∈S1
|γCr |2λr
(
uCj , u
D
j
)
,
• |FN1 |2j(uC , uD) =
1
µ2
N∑
i=1
∑
r∈RDC\S1
|γNij |2|θrij(uCi , uDi )|2λr(uCj , uDj ),
• ∣∣ΨNC ∣∣2j(u) = |∆N |2j (u) + |F |2j(u) + ∣∣FN1 ∣∣2j (uC, uD).
• |g|2ij(uC , uD) =
∑
r∈RDC\S1
∣∣γDr ∣∣2|θrij(uCi , uDi )|2λr (uCj , uDj )+ ∑
r∈RD
∣∣γDr ∣∣2|θrij(uCi , uDi )|2λr (uDj ),
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ N ,
• ∣∣ΨND∣∣2j(uC , uD) =
N∑
i=1
|γNij |2|g|2ij(uC , uD) =:
∣∣GN ∣∣2
j
(uC , uD).
And we set
∣∣ΨN ∣∣2
j
(u) :=
∣∣ΨNC ∣∣2j (u) + ∣∣ΨND∣∣2j (u) and ∣∣ΨN ∣∣2 (u) :=
N∑
j=1
∣∣ΨN ∣∣2
j
(u).
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In addition, we introduce at last, the very useful ”square amplitude function” asso-
ciated with the debit ΨN . It is defined by
∣∣ΨN ∣∣2 (u) = N∑
j=1
∣∣ΨN ∣∣2
j
(u)1j.
We also denote it by |ΨN |2, as the ”square amplitude”. Both functions are defined on
H
N×HN . But still, if the former is HN− valued, the latter has non-negative real values.
In order to avoid any confusion in the sequel, the notation |ΨN |2 refers to the ”square
amplitude function”, unless another precision is made.
Moreover, as for the ”square amplitude” introduced first, the ”square amplitude
function” can be easily derived for each of the specific debit functions we have introduced
above. For instance, the ”square amplitude function” corresponding to F is just
|F |2(u) :=
N∑
j=1
|F |2j(u)1j.
The so-called accompanying martingales. It is well known from [Kur70] or Propo-
sition 2.1 of [Kur71] that, if the total reaction rate λN and the global ”amplitude” - that
of the global debit ΨN - of uN are bounded, or in other words if
sup
(u)∈HN×HN
λN(u) <∞ and sup
(u)∈HN×HN
∣∣ΨN(u)∣∣ <∞ (3.3)
respectively, then the processes defined by

ZN(t) = uN(t)− uN(0)−
∫ t
0
ΨN
(
uN(s)
)
ds
ZNC (t) := u
N
C (t)− uNC (0)−
∫ t
0
ΨNC
(
uN(s)
)
ds
ZND (t) := u
N
D(t)− uND(0)−
∫ t
0
ΨND
(
uN(s)
)
(3.4)
are FNt = FN,µt −martingales, with ZN(t) =
(
ZNC (t), Z
N
D (t)
)
taking values in HN ×HN ,
for all t ≥ 0. Note that (3.3) holds when the reaction rates are bounded for instance.
Furthermore, if τ is a FNt -stopping time such that
sup
[0,T ]
∥∥uN(t ∧ τ)∥∥∞,∞ ≤ C(T,N, µ) <∞, (3.5)
then uN(t ∧ τ) has a bounded total jump rate, and ZN(t ∧ τ), ZNC (t ∧ τ) and ZND (t ∧ τ)
are martingales. In all these, t ∧ τ denotes the infimum between t and τ .
The following result is similar to Lemma 2.2, p.8. in [Blo87]. It presents a first type
of martingales related to uN . We give its proof in Section 4.3.
Lemma 3.1. Assume there exists τ satisfying (3.5). Then, for all j ∈ {1, · · · , N} and
all t ≥ 0, the following define mean zero FNt -martingales:
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(Mg1)
∑
s≤t∧τ
[
δuN,Cj (s)
]2
− 1
µ
∫ t∧τ
0
(
|∆|2j + |F |2j + µ
∣∣FN1 ∣∣2) (uN(s)) ds,
(Mg2)-(Mg3)
∑
s≤t∧τ
[
δuN,Cj (s)
] [
δuN,Cj±1 (s)
]
+
1
µ
∫ t∧τ
0
N2
(
uN,Cj (s) + u
N,C
j±1 (s)
)
ds,
(Mg4)
∑
s≤t∧τ
[
δuN,Dj (s)
]2
−
∫ t∧τ
0
∣∣∣ΨN,Dj ∣∣∣2 (uN(s)) ds.
We move on to the second martingale type. The result is a variant of Lemma 2.16,
p.19 in [Blo87], and Lemma 1.1 in [Kot86b]. Find the proof in Section 4.3.
Lemma 3.2. Consider ϕ ∈ HN and τ satisfying (3.5). Then for t ≥ 0, the following
are mean 0 martigales:
(Mg5)
∑
s≤t∧τ
[
δ
〈
ZNC (s), ϕ
〉
2
]2 − 1
Nµ
∫ t∧τ
0
[〈
uNC (s),
(∇+Nϕ)2 + (∇−Nϕ)2〉
2
+
〈(
|F |2 + µ∣∣FN1 ∣∣2) (uN(s)) , ϕ2〉
2
]
ds,
(Mg6)
∑
s≤t∧τ
[
δ
〈
ZND (s), ϕ(s)
〉
2
]2 − 1
N
∫ t∧τ
0
〈∣∣ΨND∣∣2 (uN(s)) , ϕ2〉
2
ds.
Now we look for a stopping time with the same properties as at (3.5).
3.2 Truncation
Set
τ := τ(N, ǫ0) = inf
{
t ≥ 0 : ∥∥uN(t)− vN(t)∥∥∞,∞ > ǫ0
}
,
for fixed ǫ0 ∈ ]0, 1[. By definition of τ , the process uN exists and takes finite value on
[0, τ ] . Now, define u¯N =
(
u¯NC , u¯
N
D
)
by

u¯N(t) = uN(t ∧ τ) for 0 ≤ t ≤ τ ≤ ∞,
u¯N(t) = uN(t ∧ τ) +
∫ t
t∧τ
(
∆˜N u¯
N(s) +RN
(
u¯N(s)
))
ds for τ < t <∞,
(3.6)
where RN(u) :=
(
F (u)
GN(u)
)
for u ∈ Cp(I)×Cp(I). The process u¯N is obtained by running
uN until time τ and then running it deterministically afterwards, if τ <∞.
Note that τ is a stopping time such that
P
{
sup
[0,T ]
∥∥uN(t)− vN(t)∥∥∞,∞ > ǫ0
}
≤ P
{
sup
[0,T ]
∥∥uN(t ∧ τ)− vN(t ∧ τ)∥∥∞,∞ ≥ ǫ0
}
≤ P
{
sup
[0,T ]
∥∥u¯N(t)− vN(t)∥∥∞,∞ ≥ ǫ0
}
.
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Therefore, it follows from (3.2) that showing
P
{
sup
[0,T ]
∥∥u¯N(t)− vN(t)∥∥∞,∞ > ǫ0
}
−→ 0 (3.7)
is sufficient for proving the main result.
Boundedness. From Proposition 2.3, we know that ‖v(t)‖∞,∞ < ρT with ρT = ρC +
(ρD + 1)e
a(0)M1(ρC)T for all t ∈ [0, T ]. Since we are assuming ∥∥uN(0)− v(0)∥∥∞,∞ → 0
in probability, we may, by conditioning on
∥∥uN(0)∥∥∞,∞ < ρT + 1 if necessary, assume
without loss of generality that∥∥uN(0)∥∥∞,∞ < ρT + 1 for all N. (3.8)
From Theorem 2.1, we also have
sup
t∈[0,T ]
∥∥vNC (t)∥∥∞ ≤ ρC , sup
t∈[0,T ]
∥∥vND (t)∥∥∞ ≤ (ρD + 1)ea(0)M1(ρC )T .
Therefore, by definition of τ , for ǫ0 ≤ 1,∥∥uND(t ∧ τ)∥∥∞,∞ < ρC+1, ∥∥uND(t ∧ τ)∥∥∞,∞ < (ρD+1)ea(0)M1(ρC )T+1 for 0 ≤ t ≤ T.
(3.9)
Thanks to Assumption 2.5, we obtain∥∥u¯N(t)∥∥∞,∞ ≤ ρ˜T = ρC + 1 + (ρD + 2)ea(0)M1(ρC+1)T for 0 ≤ t ≤ T. (3.10)
Indeed, given (3.9), we prove (3.10) if for τ < t ≤ T , we show the inequalities{ ∥∥u¯NC (t)∥∥∞ ≤ ρC + 1 (C⋆)∥∥u¯ND(t)∥∥∞ ≤ (ρD + 2)e2a(0)M1(ρC+1)T (D⋆).
Suppose that u¯N,Cj (t) > ρC + 1 for some t ∈ [τ, T ], 1 ≤ j ≤ N . Since u¯NC (t) ∈ HN , there
is 1 ≤ i ≤ N and t0 satisfying
u¯N,Ci (t0) = sup
s∈[τ,T ]
∥∥u¯NC (s)∥∥∞ ≥ u¯N,Cj (t) > ρC + 1.
Therefore, Assumption 2.5 (i) yields
F
(
u¯Ni (t0)
)
= F
(
u¯N,Ci (t0), u¯
N,D
i (t0)
)
< 0.
Moreover
∆N u¯
N,C
i (t0) = u¯
N,C
i+1 (t0)− 2u¯N,Ci (t0) + u¯N,Ci−1 (t0) < 0.
Combining these two arguments with (3.6), we get
d
dt
u¯N,Ci (t0) = ∆N u¯
N,C
i (t0) + F
(
u¯Ni (t0)
)
< 0.
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By (3.9) t0 > τ and necessarily
d
dt
u¯N,Ci (t0) ≥ 0 in contradiction with the above. Thus,
(C⋆) follows.
Now, let τ < t ≤ T and 1 ≤ i ≤ N be fixed. Let τ ≤ s ≤ t. Observing that
|gij(uN(s)| ≤
∥∥|g|(uN(s))‖∞, Assumption 2.5 (ii) and (C⋆) yield
∣∣∣GN(u¯N,Di (s))∣∣∣ ≤
N∑
j=1
|γNij ||gij(uN(s))| ≤
N∑
j=1
a(0)
N
∥∥|g|(uN(s))‖∞
≤ a(0)M1(ρC + 1)
(‖u¯ND(s)‖∞ + 1).
Thus,
∥∥GN(u¯ND(s))∥∥∞ ≤ a(0)M1(ρC + 1)(∥∥u¯ND(s)∥∥∞ + 1), and, (3.6) with (3.9) lead to
∥∥u¯ND(t)∥∥∞ ≤ ∥∥uND(t ∧ τ)∥∥∞ +
∫ t
τ
∥∥∥GN(u¯N,Di (s))∥∥∥∞ ds
≤ (ρD + 1)ea(0)M1(ρC)T + 1 +M1(ρC + 1)a(0)
∫ t
τ
∥∥u¯ND(s)∥∥∞ + 1ds
The result follows from Gronwall lemma. (D⋆) follows, and (3.10) is proved. 
In the sequel, we consider c¯ as a generic constant depending on ρ˜T and T .
Remark 3.1. As we are considering the truncated process u¯N in the following, we con-
sider that reaction rates are bounded and Lipschitz as functions defined on R2. Indeed,
thanks to (3.10), we know that the family
{
u¯N(t), t ≥ 0}
N
lies in the bounded set
Sρ˜T :=
{
u ∈ HN ×HN : ‖u‖∞,∞ ≤ ρ˜T
}
.
Thus
{
u¯N(t, x), t ≥ 0, x ∈ I}
N
⊂ B¯(0, ρ˜T ), where B¯(0, ρ˜T ), the closed ball of R2 of radius
ρ˜T , and centered at zero. Now, since reaction rates are functions of the concentrations of
the truncated process, we only consider their restrictions to the compact B¯(0, ρ˜T ). These
latter are bounded and Lipshitz, as the rates are polynomial. Their bounds depend on ρ˜T
and are also denoted λ¯(ρ˜T ). 
We have the following result, proved in Section 4.4.
Proposition 3.1.
(i) The debit functions F , FN1 , G and G
N are Lipschitz.
(ii) For all u ∈ C(I)× C(I), ∥∥GN (u)−G(u)∥∥∞ −→ 0.
Martingale and jumps. The stopping time τ satisfies (3.5). Thus,
ZN(t ∧ τ) := uN(t ∧ τ)− uN(0)−
∫ t∧τ
0
(
∆˜Nu
N(s) +RN
(
uN(s)
))
ds
is a mean 0 martingale. From the definition of u¯N ,
u¯N(t) = uN(0) +
∫ t
0
(
∆˜N u¯
N(s) +RN
(
u¯N(s)
))
ds+ ZN(t ∧ τ). (3.11)
In fact, if t ≤ τ , then
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u¯N(t)− uN(0)−
∫ t
0
(
∆˜N u¯
N(s) +RN
(
u¯N(s)
))
ds
:= uN(t ∧ τ)− uN(0)−
∫ t
0
(
∆˜Nu
N(s ∧ τ) +RN (uN(s ∧ τ))) ds
= uN(t ∧ τ)− uN(0)−
∫ t∧τ
0
(
∆˜Nu
N(s) +RN
(
uN(s)
))
ds = ZN(t ∧ τ).
Otherwise t > τ and, since u¯N and uN are the same before time τ ,
u¯N(t)− uN(0)−
∫ t
0
(
∆˜N u¯
N(s) +RN
(
u¯N(s)
))
ds
:= uN(t ∧ τ) +
∫ t
t∧τ
(
∆˜N u¯
N(s) +RN
(
u¯N(s)
))
ds
−uN (0)−
∫ t
0
(
∆˜N u¯
N(s) +RN
(
u¯N(s)
))
ds
= uN(t ∧ τ)− uN(0)−
∫ t∧τ
0
(
∆˜N u¯
N(s) +RN
(
u¯N(s)
))
ds
= uN(t ∧ τ)− uN(0)−
∫ t∧τ
0
(
∆˜Nu
N(s) +RN
(
uN(s)
))
ds = ZN(t ∧ τ). 
Also, setting δf := (δfj)1≤j≤N for f ∈ HN , the jumps related to uN and u¯N satisfy{ ∥∥δu¯NC (t)∥∥∞ = ∥∥δZNC (t ∧ τ)∥∥∞ = ∥∥δuNC (t ∧ τ)∥∥∞ ≤ (1 ∨ γ¯C)µ−1 ≤ γµ−1∥∥δu¯ND(t)∥∥∞ = ∥∥δZND (t ∧ τ)∥∥∞ = ∥∥δuND(t ∧ τ)∥∥∞ ≤ γ¯Da(0)N−1 ≤ γN−1 (3.12)
for all t ≥ 0, for some constant γ > 0. We refer to (2.12) in particular for the bound
related to D.
3.3 A Gronwall-Bellman argument
We want to study the difference
u¯N(t)− vN(t) = (u¯NC (t)− vNC (t) , u¯ND(t)− vND (t)) .
Using variation of constant at (3.11), we get
u¯N(t) = T˜N (t)u
N(0) +
∫ t
0
T˜N (t− s)
(
F
(
u¯N(s)
)
GN
(
u¯N(s)
)
)
ds+ Y N(t), (3.13)
where Y N (t) =
∫ t
0
T˜N(t−s)dZN (s∧τ). Note that ZN
(
s ∧ τ, j
N
)
:=
(
ZNC
(
s ∧ τ, j
N
)
ZND
(
s ∧ τ, j
N
)
)
,
1 ≤ j ≤ N , is of bounded variation in s, and T˜N may be viewed as a 2N × 2N matrix-
valued function. TN is indeed identified to an N × N matrix-valued function. Hence,
Y N
(
t,
j
N
)
, 1 ≤ j ≤ N , is defined as a Stieltjes integral. From the mild forms of vN
and u¯N at (2.26) and (3.13) respectively,
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u¯N(t)− vN(t) = T˜N(t)
(
uN(0)− vN(0))
+
∫ t
0
T˜N(t− s)
(
F
(
u¯N(s)
)− F (vN(s))
GN
(
u¯N(s)
)−G (vN(s))
)
+ Y N(t).
Since the semigroup T˜N(t) is of contraction,∥∥u¯N(t)− vN(t)∥∥∞,∞
≤ ∥∥uN(0)− vN(0)∥∥∞,∞ + ∥∥Y N (t)∥∥∞,∞
+
∫ t
0
∥∥∥∥
(
F
(
u¯N(s)
)− F (vN(s))
GN
(
u¯N(s)
)−GN (vN(s))
)∥∥∥∥
∞,∞
+
∥∥∥∥
(
0
GN
(
vN(s)
)−G (vN(s))
)∥∥∥∥
∞,∞
ds.
We have∥∥∥∥
(
F
(
u¯N(s)
)− F (vN(s))
GN
(
u¯N(s)
)−GN (vN(s))
)∥∥∥∥
∞,∞
≤ 2L ∥∥u¯N(s)− vN(s)∥∥∞,∞,
and ∥∥∥∥
(
0
GN
(
vN(s)
)−G (vN(s))
)∥∥∥∥
∞,∞
=
∥∥GN (vN(s))−G (vN(s))∥∥∞
≤ ∥∥GN (vN(s))−GN (v(s))∥∥∞ + ∥∥GN (v(s))−G (v(s))∥∥∞
+
∥∥G (v(s))−G (vN(s))∥∥∞
≤ 2L ∥∥vN(s)− v(s)∥∥∞,∞ + ∥∥GN (v(s))−G (v(s))∥∥∞.
where L is a Lipschitz constant common to F , G and GN . Therefore,
∥∥u¯N(t)− vN(t)∥∥∞,∞
≤ ∥∥uN(0)− vN(0)∥∥∞,∞ + ∥∥Y N(t)∥∥∞,∞ + 2L
∫ t
0
∥∥u¯N(s)− vN(s)∥∥∞,∞ ds
+
∫ t
0
(
2L
∥∥vN(s)− v(s)∥∥∞,∞ + ∥∥GN (v(s))−G(v(s))∥∥∞
)
ds
Taking the supremum in time on [0, T ] and applying Gronwall lemma, we obtain
sup
[0,T ]
∥∥u¯N(t)− vN(t)∥∥∞,∞
≤
{∥∥uN(0)− vN(0)∥∥∞,∞ + sup
[0,T ]
∥∥Y N(t)∥∥∞,∞
+2LT sup
[0,T ]
∥∥vN(t)− v(t)∥∥∞,∞ +
∫ T
0
∥∥GN(v(s))−G(v(s))∥∥∞ ds
}
× e2LT .
(3.14)
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Now, by assumption,∥∥uN(0)− vN(0)∥∥∞,∞ ≤ ∥∥uN(0)− v(0)∥∥∞,∞ +
∥∥∥P˜Nv(0)− v(0)∥∥∥∞,∞ −→ 0
in probability. Also,
∫ T
0
∥∥GN(v(s))−G(v(s))∥∥∞ −→ 0, thanks to Proposition 3.1 and
dominated convergence. Moreover, Theorem 2.1 yields sup
[0,T ]
∥∥vN(t)− v(t)∥∥∞,∞ −→ 0.
Finally, we claim that:
sup
[0,T ]
∥∥Y N(t)∥∥∞,∞ −→ 0 in probability. (3.15)
The proof of Theorem 3.1 is completed, if our claim is justified. We write
Y N(t) =
∫ t
0
T˜N (t− s)d
(
ZNC (s ∧ τ)
ZND (s ∧ τ)
)
=
(∫ t
0
TN (t− s)dZNC (s ∧ τ)
ZND (t ∧ τ)
)
=:
(
Y NC (t)
Y ND (t)
)
,
where ZNC (t ∧ τ) and ZND (t ∧ τ) are HN−valued martingales. It follows that
sup
[0,T ]
∥∥Y N (t)∥∥∞,∞ ≤ sup
[0,T ]
∥∥Y NC (t)∥∥∞ + sup
[0,T ]
∥∥ZND (t ∧ τ)∥∥∞ .
Therefore, it is sufficient to show that each term on the r.h.s. of the inequality converges
to zero in probability. For that purpose, we need the subsequent results, whose proofs
are differed to Section 4.5.
Lemma 3.3. (Lemma 4.3, [Blo92]) Set f = N1j. Then〈(∇+NTN (t)f)2 + (∇−NTN(t)f)2 + (TN (t)f)2 , 1〉
2
≤ hN (t), with
∫ t
0
hN (s)ds ≤ KN + t.
Lemma 3.4. (Lemma 4.4, [Blo92]) Let m(t) be a bounded martingale of finite vari-
ation defined on [t0, t1], with m(t0) = 0, and satisfying:
(i) m is right-continuous with left limits.
(ii) |δm(t)| ≤ 1 for t0 ≤ t ≤ t1.
(iii)
∑
t0≤s≤t
[δm(s)]2 −
∫ t
t0
g(s)ds is a mean 0 martingale with 0 ≤ g(s) ≤ h(s), where
h(s) is a bounded deterministic function and g(s) is FNt -adapted.
Then,
E
[
em(t1)
] ≤ exp(3
2
∫ t1
t0
h(s)ds
)
.
Let us go back to the proof of 3.15.
3.3.1 Martingale continuous component term
We want to show that
P
{
sup
[0,T ]
∥∥Y NC (t)∥∥∞ > ǫ0
}
−→ 0.
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Fix t¯ ∈ (0, T ] and j ∈ {1, · · · , N}. For 0 ≤ t ≤ t¯, set
f := N1j , and m¯C(t) :=
〈∫ t
0
TN (t¯− s)dZNC (s ∧ τ), f
〉
2
.
Then, m¯C := {m¯C(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ t¯} is a mean zero martingale such that
m¯C(t¯) = N
∫ 1
0
∫ t¯
0
TN(t¯− s)dZNC (s ∧ τ, x)1j(x)dx
=
∫ t¯
0
TN(t¯− s)dZNC
(
s ∧ τ, j
N
)
= Y NC
(
t¯,
j
N
)
.
We need the additional upcoming result, that we prove in Section 4.5.
Lemma 3.5. (A third type of accompanying martingale)∑
s≤t∧τ
[δm¯C(s)]
2
− 1
Nµ
∫ t∧τ
0
[〈
uNC (s),
(∇+NTN (t¯− s)f)2 + (∇−NTN (t¯− s)f)2〉
2
+
〈(
|F |2 + µ∣∣FN1 ∣∣2) (uN(s)) , (TN(t¯− s)f)2〉
2
]
ds
defines a mean 0 ca`dla`g martingale for 0 ≤ t ≤ t¯.
Remark 3.2. In [Blo92], Blount uses this result and claims that it is a consequence of
Lemma 3.2, whose proof uses Lemma 3.1. We have not been able to reproduce his proof.
Our proof uses Lemma 3.1 directly.
From (2.2), we know that TN(t) is a contraction on
(
H
N , ‖ · ‖∞
)
. Thus, (3.12) yields
|δm¯C(t)| =
∣∣∣∣TN (t¯− t)δZNC
(
t ∧ τ, j
N
)∣∣∣∣ ≤ ∥∥TN(t¯− t)δZNC (t ∧ τ)∥∥∞
≤ ∥∥δZNC (t ∧ τ)∥∥∞ = ∥∥δuNC (t ∧ τ)∥∥∞ ≤ γµ−1.
For θ¯ ∈ [0, γ−1], the process mC defined by
mC(t) := θ¯µm¯C(t) for 0 ≤ t ≤ t¯
is a mean 0 ca`dla`g martingale such that |δmC(t)| = θ¯µ |δm¯C(s)| ≤ 1. Thus,
∑
s≤t∧τ
[δmC(s)]
2 −
∫ t∧τ
0
gNC (s)ds
is a mean 0 ca`dla`g martingale thanks to Lemma 3.5, where for 0 ≤ s ≤ t ∧ τ ,
gNC (s) =
θ¯2µ
N
[〈
uNC (s),
(∇+NTN(t¯− s)f)2 + (∇−NTN(t¯− s)f)2〉
2
+
〈(
|F |2 + µ∣∣FN1 ∣∣2) (uN(s)) , (TN (t¯− s)f)2〉
2
]
.
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Since uNC is positive and the reaction rates are bounded, (3.9) and Lemma 3.3 yield
gNC (s) ≤
θ¯2µ
N
c¯
〈
1,
(∇+NTN (t¯− s)f)2 + (∇−NTN (t¯− s)f)2 + (TN(t¯− s)f)2〉
2
≤ θ¯
2µ
N
c¯hN,C1 (t¯− s),
where we know from (4.1) that we can take hN,C1 (t) = 1 + 4
∑
m>0
e−2βm,N (t¯−t) (βm,N + 1),
and it satisfies
∫ t
0
hN,C1 (t¯− s)ds ≤ KN + t, for 0 ≤ t ≤ t¯. Hence, gNC is an FNt -adapted
process such that
0 ≤ gNC (s) ≤ hNC (s),
where hNC (s) = c¯
θ¯2µ
N
hN,C1 (t¯ − s) is a bounded deterministic function on [0, t¯]. Since
N →∞ and t¯ ≤ T <∞, we may assume t¯N−1 ≤ 1 and get
∫ t¯
0
hNC (s)ds ≤ c¯θ¯2µ
(
K + t¯N−1
) ≤ c¯θ¯2µ.
Therefore, Lemma 3.4 implies E
[
emC (t¯)
]
≤ exp (c¯θ¯2µ). By Markov’s inequality,
P
{
Y NC
(
t¯,
j
N
)
> ǫ0
}
= P {m¯C (t¯) > ǫ0} = P
{
mC (t¯) > θ¯µǫ0
}
= P
{
emC(t¯) > eθ¯µǫ0
}
≤ e−θ¯µǫ0E [emC(t)] ≤ exp [θ¯µ (c¯θ¯ − ǫ0)].
Thus we can choose θ¯ such that
P
{
Y NC
(
t¯,
j
N
)
> ǫ0
}
≤ e−αǫ20µ, for α = c¯(ρ˜T , T ) > 0,
independently of N , µ, j and t¯
(
one may solve c¯θ¯2 − ǫ0θ¯ + αǫ20 ≤ 0 in θ¯
)
. The same
relation holds for P
{
−Y NC
(
t¯,
j
N
)
> ǫ0
}
, by replacing the processes m¯C and Y
N
C by
their opposites −m¯C and −Y NC respectively, and repeating the argument. Therefore,
P
{∣∣∣∣Y NC
(
t,
j
N
)∣∣∣∣ > ǫ0
}
≤ 2e−αǫ20µ, for 0 < t ≤ T and j ∈ {1, · · · , N}.
Since
∥∥Y NC (t)∥∥∞ = sup
1≤j≤N
∣∣∣∣Y NC
(
t,
j
N
)∣∣∣∣ and Y NC (0) = 0,
P
{∥∥Y NC (t)∥∥∞ > ǫ0} = P
{
∃j ∈ {1, · · · , N} :
∣∣∣∣Y NC
(
t,
j
N
)∣∣∣∣ > ǫ0
}
≤
∑
1≤j≤N
P
{∣∣∣∣Y NC
(
t,
j
N
)∣∣∣∣ > ǫ0
}
≤ 2Ne−αǫ20µ
(3.16)
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for 0 ≤ t ≤ T , α = α(ρ) > 0. We now show that (3.16) holds with ∥∥Y NC (t)∥∥∞ replaced
by sup[0,T ]
∥∥Y NC (t)∥∥∞ and N - on the r.h.s. - replaced by N3. From Duhamel formula,
Y NC (t) =
∫ t
0
TN (t− s)dZNC (s ∧ τ) satisfies the Stochastic Differential Equation (SDE)
dY NC (t) = ∆NY
N
C (t) + dZ
N
C (t ∧ τ).
whose integral form is
Y NC (t) = Z
N
C (t ∧ τ) +
∫ t
0
∆NY
N
C (s)ds. (3.17)
We subdivide [0, T ] into N2 subintervals In(T ) :=
[
nT
N2
, (n+1)T
N2
]
, 0 ≤ n ≤ N2 − 1. Then
taking t = nT
N2
in (3.17) yields
Y NC
(
nT
N2
)
= ZNC
(
nT
N2
∧ τ
)
+
∫ nT
N2
0
∆NY
N
C (s)ds.
One writes
Y NC (t) = Z
N
C (t ∧ τ) +
∫ nT
N2
0
∆NY
N
C (s)ds+
∫ t
nT
N2
∆NY
N
C (s)ds
= ZNC (t ∧ τ) +
[
Y NC
(
nT
N2
)
− ZNC
(
nT
N2
∧ τ
)]
+
∫ t
nT
N2
∆NY
N
C (s)ds
= Y NC
(
nT
N2
)
+
∫ t
nT
N2
∆NY
N
C (s)ds+ m˜C(t),
where
m˜C(t) = Z
N
C (t ∧ τ)− ZNC
(
nT
N2
∧ τ
)
defines a mean 0 martingale, for t ∈ In(T ). Thus,∥∥Y NC (t)∥∥∞ ≤
∥∥∥∥Y NC
(
nT
N2
)∥∥∥∥
∞
+ 4N2
∫ t
nT
N2
∥∥Y NC (s)∥∥∞ ds+ ‖m˜C(t)‖∞
since ‖∆N‖∞ ≤ 4N2. With the notation sup
t∈In(T )
≡ sup
In(T )
, a Gronwall argument leads to
sup
In(T )
∥∥Y NC (t)∥∥∞ ≤
(∥∥∥∥Y NC
(
nT
N2
)∥∥∥∥
∞
+ sup
In(T )
‖m˜C(t)‖∞
)
e4T . (3.18)
We now want to proceed as previously, by finding a suitable martingale associated with
m˜C . Fix j ∈ {1, · · · , N}, θ¯ ∈
[
0, |γ|−1] and set
mC(t) = θ¯µm˜C
(
t,
j
N
)
, for t ∈ In(T ) =
[
nT
N2
,
(n + 1)T
N2
]
.
For s ∈ In(T ), s ≥ nT
N2
yields |δmC(s)| = θ¯µ |δm˜C(s)| = θ¯µ
∣∣∣δZN,Cj (s ∧ τ)∣∣∣ ≤ 1. By
Lemma 3.2, ∑
nT
N2
∧τ≤s≤t∧τ
[δmC(s)]
2 −
∫ t∧τ
nT
N2
∧τ
gNC (s)ds
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is a mean 0 martingale for t ∈ In(T ), where
gNC (s) = θ¯
2µ
[
N2
(
uN,Cj−1 (s) + 2u
N,C
j (s) + u
N,C
j+1 (s)
)
+
(
|F |2j + µ
∣∣FN1 ∣∣2j
) (
uN(s)
)]
.
Now, 0 ≤ gNC (s) ≤ hNC (s) by (3.9) and the local boundedness of the reaction rates, where
hNC (s) = θ¯
2µ
(
4N2ρ˜T + γ¯C λ¯(ρ˜T
)
satisfies
∫ t∧τ
nT
N2
∧τ
hNC (s) ≤ c¯θ¯2µT .
Lemma 3.4 then implies
E
[
exp
{
mC
(
(n + 1)T
N2
)}]
≤ exp (c¯θ¯2µT ) .
Applying Doob’s inequalities, we have
P
{
sup
In(T )
m˜C
(
t,
j
N
)
> ǫ0
}
≤ e−θ¯µǫ0E
[
exp
{
mC
(
(n+ 1)T
N2
)}]
≤ exp [θ¯µ(c¯θ¯ − ǫ0)] ≤ e−αǫ20µ,
where α = c¯(ρ˜T , T ) > 0, independently of N , µ and j. We have choosen a suitable θ¯ as
previously. Again, the same inequality holds for −m˜C
(
t,
j
N
)
and consequently,
P
{
sup
In(T )
‖m˜C(t)‖∞ > ǫ0
}
≤ 2Ne−αǫ20µ. (3.19)
From (3.16), (3.18) and (3.19),
P
{
e−4T sup
In(T )
∥∥Y NC (t)∥∥∞ > ǫ0
}
≤ P
{∥∥∥∥Y NC
(
nT
N2
)∥∥∥∥
∞
+ sup
In(T )
‖m˜C(t)‖∞ > ǫ0
}
≤ P
{∥∥∥∥Y NC
(
nT
N2
)∥∥∥∥
∞
>
ǫ0
2
}
+ P
{
+ sup
In(T )
‖m˜C(t)‖∞ >
ǫ0
2
}
(3.20)
≤ 2Ne−α ǫ
2
0
4
µ + 2Ne−α
ǫ2
0
4
µ = 4Ne−α
ǫ2
0
4
µ ≤ 4Ne−αǫ20µ.
Hence,
P
{
e−4T sup
[0,T ]
∥∥Y NC (t)∥∥∞ > ǫ0
}
≤
N2−1∑
n=0
P
{
e−4T sup
In(T )
∥∥Y NC (t)∥∥∞ > ǫ0
}
≤ 4N3e−αǫ20µ,
where α = α(ρ˜T , T ) > 0. We deduce
P
{
sup
[0,T ]
∥∥Y NC (t)∥∥∞ > ǫ0
}
≤ 4N3exp
(
−αe−16T 2ǫ20µ
)
≤ exp(log 4 + 3 logN − αµ),
with α = α(ρ˜T , T, ǫ0). The r.h.s. vanishes, since we are assuming µ
−1 logN → 0. This
proves the convergence of the continuous part. 
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3.3.2 Martingale discrete component term
We want to show that
P
{
sup
[0,T ]
∥∥Y ND (t)∥∥∞ > ǫ0
}
−→ 0.
We use the same procedure as for the continuous part. Fix t¯ ∈ (0, T ] and j ∈ {1, · · · , N}.
For 0 ≤ t ≤ t¯, set
f := N1j , and m¯D(t) :=
〈
ZND (t ∧ τ), f
〉
2
.
Then, the process m¯D := {m¯D(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ t¯} defines a mean zero martingale, such that
m¯D(t¯) = Y
N
D
(
t¯,
j
N
)
. Taking ϕ = f in Lemma 3.2 yields
∑
s≤t∧τ
[δm¯D(s)]
2 − 1
N
∫ t∧τ
0
〈∣∣GN ∣∣2 (uN(s)) , f 2〉
2
ds (3.21)
is a mean 0 martingale for 0 ≤ t ≤ t¯. From (3.12),
|δm¯D(t)| =
∣∣∣∣δZND
(
t ∧ τ, j
N
)∣∣∣∣ ≤ ∥∥δZND (t ∧ τ)∥∥∞ = ∥∥δuND(t ∧ τ)∥∥∞ ≤ γN−1.
Since N →∞, we may assume N−1 ≤ 1. Then, For θ¯ ∈ [0, γ−1],
mD(t) = θ¯Nm¯D(t)
defines a mean 0 ca`dla`g martingale such that |δmD(t)| ≤ 1 and [δmD(s)]2 = θ¯2N2 [δm¯D(s)]2
for 0 ≤ t ≤ t¯. Thus, from Lemma 3.2,
∑
s≤t
[δmD(s)]
2 −
∫ t∧τ
0
gND (s)ds
is a mean 0 ca`dla`g martingale, where
gND (s) := θ¯
2N
〈∣∣GN ∣∣ (uN(s)) , f 2〉
2
= θ¯2N2
∣∣GNj ∣∣2 (uN(s))
= θ¯2N2
N∑
i=1
|γNij |2|g|2ij
(
uN(s)
) ≤ θ¯2c¯N ,
thanks to the boundedness of the reaction rates. It follows that 0 ≤ gND (s) ≤ hND(s),
where hND(s) := θ¯
2c¯N satisfies
∫ t
0
hND(s)ds ≤ θ¯2c¯N for 0 ≤ t ≤ t¯ ≤ T . Therefore,
Lemma 3.4 implies E
[
emD(t¯)
]
≤ exp (θ¯2c¯N). Markov’s inequality yields
P
{
Y ND
(
t¯,
j
N
)
> ǫ0
}
= P {m¯D (t¯) > ǫ0} = P
{
mD (t¯) > θ¯Nǫ0
}
= P
{
emD(t¯) > eθ¯Nǫ0
}
≤ e−θ¯Nǫ0E [emD(t)] ≤ exp[θ¯N(c¯θ¯ − ǫ0)].
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We can choose θ¯ such that
P
{
Y ND
(
t¯,
j
N
)
> ǫ0
}
≤ e−αǫ20N , for α = c¯(M1, ρ, T ) > 0,
independently of N , µ, j and t¯. The same relation holds for P
{
−Y ND
(
t¯,
j
N
)
> ǫ0
}
.
Therefore,
P
{∣∣∣∣Y ND
(
t,
j
N
)∣∣∣∣ > ǫ0
}
≤ 2e−αǫ20N for 0 < t ≤ T and j ∈ {1, · · · , N}.
Since
∥∥Y ND (t)∥∥∞ = sup
1≤j≤N
∣∣∣∣Y ND
(
t,
j
N
)∣∣∣∣ and Y ND (0) = 0,
P
{∥∥Y ND (t)∥∥∞ > ǫ0} = P
{
∃j ∈ {1, · · · , N} :
∣∣∣∣Y ND
(
t,
j
N
)∣∣∣∣ > ǫ0
}
≤
∑
1≤j≤N
P
{∣∣∣∣Y ND
(
t,
j
N
)∣∣∣∣ > ǫ0
}
≤ 2Ne−αǫ20N
(3.22)
for 0 ≤ t ≤ T . We now show that (3.22) holds with ∥∥Y ND (t)∥∥∞ replaced by sup
[0,T ]
∥∥Y ND (t)∥∥∞
and N (on the right) replaced by N3. With the introduced subdivision of [0, T ] into N2
subintervals In(T ) =
[
nT
N2
, (n+1)T
N2
]
, 0 ≤ n ≤ N2 − 1, one can always write
Y ND (t) = m˜D(t) + Z
N
D
(
nT
N2
∧ τ
)
= m˜D(t) + Y
N
D
(
nT
N2
)
,
where m˜D(t) := Z
N
D (t ∧ τ) − ZND
(
nT
N2
∧ τ
)
is a mean zero martingale for t ∈ In(T ).
Thus,
sup
In(T )
∥∥Y ND (t)∥∥∞ ≤ sup
In(T )
‖m˜D(t)‖∞ +
∥∥∥∥Y ND
(
nT
N2
)∥∥∥∥
∞
. (3.23)
As previously, we now want to find a suitable martingale associated with m˜D. Fix
j ∈ {1, · · · , N}, θ¯ ∈ [0, γ−1] and set
mD(t) = θ¯Nm˜D
(
t,
j
N
)
, for t ∈ In(T ) =
[
nT
N2
,
(n+ 1)T
N2
]
.
For s ∈ In(T ), s ≥ nT
N2
yields |δmD(s)| = θ¯N
∣∣∣δZN,Dj (s ∧ τ)∣∣∣ ≤ 1. From Lemma 3.2,
∑
nT
N2
≤s≤t∧τ
[δmD(s)]
2 −
∫ t∧τ
nT
N2
∧τ
gND (s)ds
is a mean 0 martingale, with gND (s) = θ¯
2N2
∣∣GN ∣∣2
j
(
uN(s)
) ≤ θ¯2c¯N . Since reaction rates
are bounded, 0 ≤ gND (s) ≤ hND(s), where hND(s) = θ¯2c¯N satisfies
∫ t∧τ
nT
N2
∧τ
hND(s) ≤ c¯θ¯2N .
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Thus, Lemma 3.4 implies E
[
exp
{
mD
(
(n+ 1)T
N2
)}]
≤ exp(c¯θ¯2N). Doob’s inequali-
ties, lead to
P
{
sup
In(T )
m˜D
(
t,
j
N
)
> ǫ0
}
≤ e−θ¯Nǫ0E
[
exp
{
mD
(
(n+ 1)T
N2
)}]
≤ exp [θ¯N(c¯θ¯ − ǫ0)] ≤ e−αǫ20N ,
where α = c¯(ρ˜T , T ) > 0, independently of N , µ and j. We have choosen a suitable θ¯ as
previously. Also, the same holds for −m˜D
(
t,
j
N
)
. This shows that
P
{
sup
In(T )
‖m˜D(t)‖∞ > ǫ0
}
≤ 2Ne−αǫ20N . (3.24)
From (3.22), (3.23) and (3.24), we have
P
{
e−4T sup
In(T )
∥∥Y ND (t)∥∥∞ > ǫ0
}
≤ P
{∥∥∥∥Y ND
(
nT
N2
)∥∥∥∥
∞
+ sup
In(T )
‖m˜D(t)‖∞ > ǫ0
}
≤ P
{∥∥∥∥Y ND
(
nT
N2
)∥∥∥∥
∞
>
ǫ0
2
}
+ P
{
+ sup
In(T )
‖m˜D(t)‖∞ >
ǫ0
2
}
(3.25)
≤ 2Ne−α ǫ
2
0
2
N + 2Ne−α
ǫ2
0
2
N ≤ 4Ne−αǫ20N .
Hence,
P
{
e−4T sup
[0,T ]
∥∥Y ND (t)∥∥∞ > ǫ0
}
≤
N2−1∑
n=0
P
{
e−4T sup
In(T )
∥∥Y ND (t)∥∥∞ > ǫ0
}
≤ 4N3e−αǫ20N .
Setting c := αe−4T ǫ0 > 0, it follows that
P
{
sup
[0,T ]
∥∥Y ND (t)∥∥∞ > ǫ0
}
≤ 4N3e−cN → 0 as N →∞,
which shows the convergence for the discrete part. This completes the proof of (3.15)
and ends the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
Remark 3.3. In this proof we have used in a crucial way that at each point, the jump of
the discrete component is of order 1
N
. For the original model, without spatial correlation
of the slow reactions, this does not hold since the jump of discrete components are of
order 1.
Concluding remarks.
The law of large numbers we present in this work differs from the existing one,
essentially with the additional presence of discrete species, which leads to multiscaling.
That consideration complements classical one scale stochastic spatial models, which were
already very usefull, to a more reallistic model.
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We believe the multiscale model can be extended to higher dimensions both in the
space and the number of species, at the prize of very cumbersome notations. That will
be one of the directions for future works.
The possibility of a spatial correlation for slow reactions, as considered, supposes that
the discrete species is present enough to react sufficiently frequently and get homogenized
as the sites get closer.
If the initial model (M6) is a typical hybrid stochastic system, its limit looks like
one, but this latter has no discrete variable anymore, and jumps totally disappear. In
furthcoming works, we will study the fluctuations of the model around its deterministic
limit, in order to get the speeds of the convergence of the initial fast and slow dynamics,
through a central limit theorem.
Also, we will present other multiscale stochastic spatial models, with a stronger
stochasticity that does not vanishes in the approximation at the first order. The limit
will remain a stochastic hybrid system.
4 Appendix
4.1 Formal limit of the generator
We consider the sequence AN = AN,µ of generators defined by (2.13). We consider a
L2(I) framework and consider test functions ϕ ∈ C2b
(
L2(I) × L2(I)) . Each line is ex-
panded at order two thanks to Taylor expansion. The first order expansion has already
been examined to understand the limiting generator. For k = 1, · · · , 5, denote by Tk(N)
the second order term corresponding to the k-th line in the expression of the generator.
Let u = (uC , uD) ∈ Cp(I)× Cp(I) be fixed and let N, µ→∞.
We assume that the reaction rates are bounded.
At order 1. We already know that the whole terms together read
AN1 ϕ
(
P˜Nu
)
=
〈
D1,0ϕ
(
P˜Nu
)
,∆NPNuC + F
(
P˜Nu
)
+ FN1
(
P˜Nu
)〉
2
+
〈
D0,1ϕ
(
P˜Nu
)
, GN
(
P˜Nu
)〉
2
.
For uC ∈ C3(I), it converges to
A∞ϕ(u) = 〈D1,0ϕ(u),∆uC + F (u)〉2 + 〈D0,1ϕ(u), G(u)〉2 ,
requiring GN
(
P˜Nu
)→ G(u), which follows from Proposition 2.1, Proposition 3.1 and∥∥∥GN(P˜Nu)−G(u)∥∥∥∞ ≤
∥∥∥GN(P˜Nu)−GN(u)∥∥∥∞ +
∥∥GN(u)−G(u)∥∥∞
≤ L0‖PNu− u‖∞,∞ +
∥∥GN(u)−G(u)∥∥∞,
where we use the same notations as in Section 4.4.
At order 2. We introduce ej :=
√
N1j, for 1 ≤ j ≤ N . Since the functions (1j)1≤j≤N
are pairwise orthogonal in L2 and of norm ‖1j‖2 = 1√N , the family
{
ej , 1 ≤ j ≤ N
}
forms
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an orthonormal basis of
(
H
N , ‖ · ‖2
)
. Also, c denotes a generic constant and ‖Dl,kϕ‖∞
denotes a uniform bound of Dl,kϕ, for 0 ≤ l, k ≤ 2, l + k ≤ 2. Let us treat the term
appearing from the second line,
T2(N) =
1
2
∑
r∈S1
N∑
j=1
D2,0ϕ
(
P˜Nu
) ·〈γCr
µ
1j,
γCr
µ
1j
〉
2
µλr
(
uCj , u
D
j
)
≤ γ¯
2λ¯
2
∥∥D2,0ϕ∥∥∞ 1Nµ
N∑
j=1
∥∥ej∥∥22 ≤ cµ −→ 0.
The first term is similar and also vanishes at the limit, using the same argument. Next,
the third term reads
T3(N) =
1
2
∑
r∈RDC\S1
N∑
j=1
D2,0ϕ
(
P˜Nu
) ·〈γCr
µ
1j,
γCr
µ
1j)
〉
2
λr (uj)
+
1
2
∑
r∈RDC\S1
N∑
j=1
D1,1ϕ
(
P˜Nu
) ·〈γCr
µ
1j, γ
N,D
j,r (P˜Nu)
〉
2
λr (uj)
+
1
2
∑
r∈RDC\S1
N∑
j=1
D0,2ϕ
(
P˜Nu
) · 〈γN,Dj,r (PNuD), γN,Dj,r (P˜Nu)〉
2
λr (uj).
We have
T31(N) :=
1
2N
∑
r∈RDC\S1
N∑
j=1
D2,0ϕ
(
P˜Nu
) ·〈γCr
µ
ej ,
γCr
µ
ej
〉
2
λr (uj)
≤ c ∥∥D2,0ϕ∥∥∞ 1Nµ2
N∑
j=1
∥∥ej∥∥22 ≤ cµ2 −→ 0.
Observing that
∥∥∥γN,Dj,r (P˜Nu)∥∥∥
2
≤ ∣∣γDr ∣∣ N∑
i=1
|γij(N)|‖1i‖2 ≤
∣∣γDr ∣∣ a(0)√
N
for all 1 ≤ j ≤ N , we deduce from the inequality of Cauchy-Schwarz
T32(N) :=
1
2
√
N
∑
r∈RDC\S1
N∑
j=1
D1,1ϕ
(
P˜Nu
) ·〈γCr
µ
ej , γ
N,D
j,r (P˜Nu)
〉
2
λr (uj)
≤ c‖D1,1ϕ‖∞ 1√
Nµ
N∑
j=1
∥∥ej∥∥2
∥∥∥γN,Dj,r (P˜Nu)∥∥∥
2
≤ c√
Nµ
−→ 0,
on the one hand, and, on the other hand
T33(N) :=
1
2
∑
r∈RDC\S1
N∑
j=1
D0,2ϕ
(
P˜Nu
) · 〈γN,Dj,r (P˜Nu), γN,Dj,r (P˜Nu)〉
2
λr (uj)
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Recall that, setting P˜Nu = u
N ,
γN,Dj,r
(
uNC , u
N
D
)
:= γDr
N∑
i=1
γNij 1iθ
r
ij(u
N,C
i , u
N,D
i ),
where γNij :=
∫
Ii
a
(
x− j
N
)
dx, and θrij(u
N,C
i , u
N,D
i ) = θ(u
N,C
i +
γCr
µ
γNij )θ(u
N,D
i + γ
D
r γ
N
ij ).
Define the operator Ar by:
Arej =
√
N
√
λr(uNj )γ
N,D
j,r = γ
D
r
N∑
i=1
γNij θ
r
ij(u
N
i )
√
λr(uNj )ei.
Then, using standard property of the trace,
T33(N) =
1
2N
∑
r∈RDC\S1
N∑
j=1
D0,2ϕ(uN) · 〈Arej , Arej〉2
=
1
2N
∑
r∈RDC\S1
Tr
(
A∗rD
0,2ϕ(uN)Ar
)
≤ 1
2N
‖D0,2ϕ(uN)‖∞
∑
r∈RDC\S1
Tr (A∗rAr) .
Also
Tr (A∗rAr) =
N∑
j=1
‖Arej‖22 ≤ λ¯(ρ˜T )γ¯2
N∑
i,j
|γNij |2
and since |γNij |2 =
∫
Ii
a
(
x− j
N
)
dx =
1√
N
〈
a
(
· − j
N
)
, ei
〉2
2
we have by Parseval
identity:
N∑
i
|γNij |2 =
1
N
∥∥∥∥a
(
· − j
N
)∥∥∥∥
2
2
=
1
N
‖a‖22.
It follows that
Tr (A∗rAr) ≤ λ¯γ¯2‖a‖22,
and as a result, T3(N) −→ 0. The fourth term also vanishes at the limit, using the same
argument.
Remark 4.1. Again, we see why we had to consider some spatial correlation in our
model. Indeed, the case without spatial correlation for the discrete spiecies corresponds
to γNij = 1 for i = j and is 0 otherwise, obtained with a being the Dirac mass. In this
case Tr (A∗rAr) is of order N and T3(N) does not converge to 0.
Let us consider the fifth. From
‖1j+1 − 1j‖22 =
2
N
= ‖1j−1 − 1j‖22,
we have
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T5(N) =
1
2
N∑
j=1
[
D2,0ϕ
(
P˜Nu
) ·〈1j+1 − 1j
µ
,
1j+1 − 1j
µ
〉
2
+ D2,0ϕ
(
P˜Nu
) ·〈1j−1 − 1j
µ
,
1j−1 − 1j
µ
〉
2
]
µN2uCj
≤
∥∥uC∥∥∞
2
∥∥D2ϕ∥∥∞ N2µ
N∑
j=1
(‖1j+1 − 1j‖22 + ‖1j−1 − 1j‖22)
≤ cµ−1N2 −→ 0,
if µ−1N2 → 0 as N, µ→∞.
Hence, under the additional condition µ−1N2 → 0, all the terms of the second order
in the Taylor expansion vanish at the limit and hence, A∞ is indeed formally the limit
of AN . 
4.2 Relation between the limit and its discretization
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let T > 0 be fixed. Since the operator ∆˜N is linear, it is Lips-
chitz. Next, the vector field R = (F,G) are locally Lipschitz continuous. Therefore, the
initial value problem (2.25) has a unique local solution vN thanks to the Picard-Lindelo¨f
theorem. The bounds (2.27) are proved thanks to the discrete maximum principle and
Gronwall lemma as in section 3.2 and we deduce that vN is in fact a global solution.
Thanks to (2.27) and (2.24), we may assume that F and G are globally Lipschitz and
we choose L such that
‖F (u1C, u1D)− F (u2C, u2D)‖∞ ≤ L‖(u1C , u1D)− (u2C, u2D)‖∞,∞,
‖G(u1C, u1D)−G(u2C , u2D)‖∞ ≤ L‖(u1C , u1D)− (u2C , u2D)‖∞,∞,
provided ‖uC‖∞ ≤ ρC , ‖uD‖∞ ≤ (ρD + 1)ea(0)M1(ρC )T .
we have
vN(t)− u(t) = T˜N(t)P˜Nu(0)− T˜ (t)u(0)
+
∫ t
0
T˜N(t− s)
(
F
(
vN(s)
)
G
(
vN(s)
))− T˜ (t− s)(F (u(s))
G(u(s))
)
ds.
for all t ≥ 0. Then,
∥∥vN(t)− u(t)∥∥∞,∞
≤
∥∥∥T˜N(t)P˜Nu(0)− T˜ (t)u(0)∥∥∥∞,∞
+
∫ t
0
∥∥∥∥T˜N (t− s)
((
F
(
vN(s)
)
G
(
vN(s)
))− P˜N
(
F (v(s))
G (v(s))
))∥∥∥∥
∞,∞
ds
+
∫ t
0
∥∥∥∥T˜N (t− s)P˜N
(
F (u(s))
G (u(s))
)
− T˜ (t− s)
(
F (u(s))
G (u(s))
)∥∥∥∥
∞,∞
ds.
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Observing that HN is stable by F and G, we rely on Proposition 2.1 and Proposition 2.2
to find an upper bound for each term on the right hand side of the inequality above.
T2(N) ≤
∫ t
0
∥∥∥∥P˜N
(
F
(
vN(s)
)− F (v(s))
G
(
vN(s)
)−G (v(s))
)∥∥∥∥
∞,∞
ds ≤ 2L
∫ t
0
∥∥vN(s)− v(s)∥∥∞,∞ ds,
and
T3(N) =
∫ t
0
‖TN (t− s)PNF (u(s))− T (t− s)F (u(s))‖∞ ds.
Hence,
∥∥vN(t)− v(t)∥∥∞,∞ ≤
∥∥∥T˜N(t)P˜Nv(0)− T˜ (t)v(0)∥∥∥∞,∞
+
∫ t
0
‖TN(t− s)PNF (v(s))− T (t− s)F (v(s))‖∞ ds
+ 2L
∫ t
0
∥∥vN(s)− v(s)∥∥∞,∞ ds.
Taking the supremum in t on [0, T ] and using Gronwall lemma leads to
sup
[0,T ]
∥∥vN(t)− v(t)∥∥∞,∞
≤
(
sup
[0,T ]
∥∥∥T˜N(t)P˜Nv(0)− T˜ (t)v(0)∥∥∥∞,∞
+
∫ T
0
sup
t∈[0,T ]
(‖TN(t− s)PNF (v(s))− T (t− s)F (v(s))‖∞ 1(s≤t)) ds
)
× e2LT .
Firstly,
sup
[0,T ]
∥∥∥T˜N (t)P˜Nv(0)− T˜ (t)v(0)∥∥∥∞,∞
≤ sup
[0,T ]
‖TN(t)PNuC(0)− T (t)uC(0)‖∞ + ‖PNuD(0)− uD(0)‖∞ −→ 0,
where the first term vanishes thanks to Proposition 2.2 (vi), since uC(0) ∈ C3(I).
Secondly, we fix t ∈ [0, T ] and s ∈ [0, t]. Since F (u(s)) ∈ C3(I), we have
‖TN (t− s)PNF (u(s))− T (t− s)F (u(s))‖∞ −→ 0,
thanks to Proposition 2.2 (vi) again. Moreover, the convergence is uniform with respect
to t, on [0, T ]. Thus,
sup
t∈[0,T ]
(‖TN (t− s)PNF (u(s))− T (t− s)F (u(s))‖∞ 1(s≤t)) −→ 0.
Hence,
∫ T
0
sup
t∈[0,T ]
(‖TN(t− s)PNF (u(s))− T (t− s)F (u(s))‖∞ 1(s≤t)) ds −→ 0,
thanks to the dominated convergence theorem. 
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4.3 The accompanying martingales
Proof of Lemma 3.1. Fix 1 ≤ j ≤ N and define the process Y N(t) = (Y N1 (t), · · · , Y NN+4(t))
by 

Y Nk (t) := u
N
k (t) for 1 ≤ k ≤ N,
Y NN+1(t) :=
∑
s≤t
[
δuN,Cj−1 (s)
] [
δuN,Cj (s)
]
Y NN+2(t) :=
∑
s≤t
[
δuN,Cj (s)
]2
Y NN+3(t) :=
∑
s≤t
[
δuN,Cj (s)
] [
δuN,Cj+1 (s)
]
Y NN+4(t) :=
∑
s≤t
[
δuN,Dj (s)
]2
.
Y N is a Markov process with values in R2N+4. From (2.9), Assumptions 2.3 and 2.4, we
know that Y N enjoys the following transitions:
Y NN+1 −→ Y NN+1 −
1
µ2
at rate µN2
(
uN,Cj−1 + u
N,C
j
)
so that the corresponding debit is
−N
2
µ
(
uCj−1 + u
C
j
)
=:
∣∣∣ΨN,C− ∣∣∣2
j
(u).
Similarly, Y NN+3 −→ Y NN+3 −
1
µ2
at rate µN2
(
uN,Cj + u
N,C
j+1
)
, and the associated debit is
−N
2
µ
(
uCj + u
C
j+1
)
=:
∣∣∣ΨN,C+ ∣∣∣2 (uj).
Now,
Y NN+2 → Y NN+2 +
∣∣γCr ∣∣2
µ2
at rate


µλr
(
uN,Cj
)
for r ∈ RC
µλr
(
uN,Cj , u
N,D
j
)
for r ∈ S1,
Y NN+2 → Y NN+2 +
∣∣γCr ∣∣2
µ2
at rate λr
(
uN,Cj , u
N,D
j
)
for r ∈ RDC\S1
Y NN+2 → Y NN+2 +
1
µ2
at rate µN2
(
uN,Cj−1 + 2u
N,C
j + u
N,C
j+1
)
for a diffusion.
The joined debit is
1
µ
[
N2
(
uCj−1 + 2u
C
j + u
C
j+1
)
+
∑
r∈RC
∣∣γCr ∣∣2 λr (uCj )+∑
r∈S1
∣∣γCr ∣∣2 λr (uCj , uDj )
+
1
µ
N∑
i=1
∑
r∈RDC\S1
|γNji |2|θrji(uCj , uDj )|2λr(uCj , uDj )


=
1
µ
(
|∆N |2
(
uCj
)
+ |F |2j(uC, uD) +
∣∣FN1 ∣∣2j (uC , uD)
)
=
1
µ
∣∣ΨNC ∣∣2j (uC , uD).
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Finally, for i = 1, · · · , N , Y NN+4 −→ Y NN+4 + |γij(N)|2
∣∣γDr ∣∣2 |θrij(uCi , uDi )|2 at rate

λr
(
uN,Cj , u
N,D
j
)
for r ∈ RDC\S1
λr
(
uN,Dj
)
for r ∈ RD.
Theses transitions admit as debit function
∣∣ΨND∣∣2j(uC , uD) =
N∑
i=1
|γNij |2|g|2ij(uC, uD) =:
∣∣GN ∣∣2
j
(uC, uD).
Furthermore,
sup
[0,T ]
sup
1≤k≤N
∣∣Y Nk (t ∧ τ)∣∣ = sup
[0,T ]
sup
1≤k≤N
∣∣uNk (t ∧ τ)∣∣
≤ c sup
[0,T ]
max
(∥∥uNC (t ∧ τ)∥∥∞ , ∥∥uND(t ∧ τ)∥∥∞)
≤ c sup
[0,T ]
∥∥uN(t ∧ τ)∥∥∞,∞ ≤ C(TN , µ)
since uN satisfies (3.5). Therefore, Y N satisfies (3.5) too, and has a bounded total jump
rates when stopped at τ . Applying Proposition 2.1 of [Kur71] to Y N ends the proof. 
Proof of Lemma 3.2. Set ϕj := ϕ
(
j
N
)
for 1 ≤ j ≤ N . Since ZNC has the same jumps
as uNC ,
δ
〈
ZNC (s), ϕ
〉
2
= δ
[
1
N
N∑
j=1
ZNC
(
s,
j
N
)
ϕ
(
j
N
)]
=
1
N
N∑
j=1
δZN,Cj (s)ϕj =
1
N
N∑
j=1
δuN,Cj (s)ϕj .
Recall that
[
δuN,Cj (s)
] [
δuN,Ck (s)
]
= 0 for k /∈ {j − 1, j, j + 1}. Thus,
[
δ
〈
ZNC (s), ϕ
〉
2
]2
=
1
N2
N∑
j=1
([
δuN,Cj−1 (s)
] [
δuN,Cj (s)
]
ϕj−1ϕj +
[
δuN,Cj (s)
]2
ϕ2j
+
[
δuN,Cj (s)
] [
δuN,Cj+1 (s)
]
ϕjϕj+1
)
.
By Lemma 3.1,∑
s≤t∧τ
[
δ
〈
ZNC (s), ϕ
〉
2
]2
=
1
N2µ
N∑
j=1
{
ϕ2j
∫ t∧τ
0
[
N2
(
uN,Cj+1 (s) + 2u
N,C
j (s) + u
N,C
j−1 (s)
)
+
(
|F |2j + µ
∣∣FN1 ∣∣2j) (uN(s))] ds
−ϕjϕj−1
∫ t∧τ
0
N2
(
uN,Cj (s) + u
N,C
j−1 (s)
)
ds
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−ϕjϕj+1
∫ t∧τ
0
N2
(
uN,Cj (s) + u
N,C
j+1 (s)
)
ds
}
+ M(t),
where M(t) is a martingale. Therefore, using the 1−periodicity of our processes with
respect to the space variable and proceeding to a change of superscript in j, we get
∑
s≤t∧τ
[
δ
〈
ZN,Cj (s), ϕ
〉
2
]2
=
1
N2µ
∫ t∧τ
0
[
N∑
j=1
uN,Cj (s)N
2
(
ϕ2j−1 + 2ϕ
2
j + ϕ
2
j+1 − 2ϕj−1ϕj − 2ϕjϕj+1
)
+
N∑
j=1
(
|F |2j + µ
∣∣FN1 ∣∣2j) (uN(s))ϕ2j
]
ds + M(t)
=
1
Nµ
∫ t∧τ
0
[
1
N
N∑
j=1
uN,Cj (s)
([
N
(
ϕj−1 − ϕj
)]2
+
[
N
(
ϕj+1 − ϕj
)]2)
+
1
N
N∑
j=1
(
|F |2j + µ
∣∣FN1 ∣∣2j
) (
uN(s)
)
ϕ2j
]
ds + M(t)
=
1
Nµ
∫ t∧τ
0
[〈
uNC (s),
(∇+Nϕ)2 + (∇−Nϕ)2〉
2
+
〈(
|F |2 + µ∣∣FN1 ∣∣2) (uN(s)) , ϕ2〉
2
]
ds+M(t).
This shows that (Mg5) defines a martingale. The case of (Mg6) is treated similarly,
replacing |F |2 by ∣∣GN ∣∣2. There is no term with the discrete gradient. 
4.4 Regularity and convergence of the debits
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Denote by Lλ the Lipschitz constant common to all the reac-
tions rates. Fix u = (uC , uD), v = (vC , vD) ∈ Cp(I)× Cp(I).
We start with the debit F defined by (2.16).
|F (u(x))− F (v(x))|
≤
∑
r∈RC
∣∣γCr ∣∣ |λr(uC(x))− λr(vC(x))|+∑
r∈S1
∣∣γCr ∣∣ |λr(u(x))− λr(v(x))|
≤ Lλ
(
|uC(x)− vC(x)|
∑
r∈RC
∣∣γCr ∣∣ + |u(x)− v(x)|∑
r∈S1
∣∣γCr ∣∣
)
≤ Lλγ¯C [|uC(x)− vC(x)|+ |uD(x)− vD(x)|+ |uD(x)− vD(x)|]
≤ LF (‖uC − vC‖∞ + ‖uD − vD‖∞) = LF ‖u− v‖∞,∞.
Thus, F is Lipschitz. The Lipschitz property of the debit FN1 given by (2.17) immediately
follows from that of the reaction rates, as FN1 is a linear combination of some of them.
The function g defined by (2.19) is Lipschitz. Indeed,
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∣∣g(u(x))− g(v(x))∣∣
≤
∑
r∈RDC\S1
∣∣γDr ∣∣ ∣∣λr(u(x))− λr(v(x))∣∣+ ∑
r∈RD
∣∣γDr ∣∣ ∣∣λr(uD(x)) − λr(vD(x))∣∣
≤ Lλγ¯D [|uC(x)− vC(x)|+ |uD(x)− vD(x)|+ |uD(x)− vD(x)|]
≤ Lg
(‖uC − vC‖∞ + ‖uD − vD‖∞) = Lg‖u− v‖∞,∞,
and g is Lipschitz. As a result, it follows easily that G is Lipschitz.
Recall
GN(u) =
∑
i,j
γNij gij(u)1i, where gij(u) =
∑
r
γDr θ
r
ij(ui)λr(ui),
with j, i = 1, · · · , N and r ∈ (RDC\S1) ∪ RD. Fix j, i, let x ∈ Ii and let Lθ be a
Lipschitz constant for the function θ. We successively have
|θrij(ui)− θrij(vi)| ≤
∣∣∣∣θ(uCi + γCrµ γNij )− θ(vCi + γ
C
r
µ
γNij
)∣∣∣∣ θ(uCi + γDr γNij )
+ θ
(
vCi +
γCr
µ
γNij
) ∣∣θ(uCi + γDr γNij )− θ(vCi + γDr γNij )∣∣
≤ Lθ(|uCi − vCi |+ |uDi − vDi |) ≤ Lθ‖u− u‖∞,∞,
|gij(u)− gij(v)| ≤
∑
r
|γDr |
[|θrij(ui)− θrij(vi)|λr(uj) + θrij(vi)|λr(uj)− λr(vj)|]
≤ Lθγ¯λ¯(ρ˜T )‖u− v‖∞,∞ + Lλγ¯|uj − vj |c¯‖u− v‖∞,∞,
and it easily follows that GN is Lipschtiz uniformly in N .
Since GN and G are Lipschitz with a uniform constant and using a density argument,
we may assume that u = (uC, uD) ∈ C1(I)×C1(I). Also, G and GN are continuous with
respect to a for the L1 topology. Indeed, since θ is bounded by 1 and g is a bounded
function
‖GN(u)‖∞ ≤ γ¯λ¯(ρ˜T ) max
i=1,...,N
N∑
j=1
N
∫
Ij
∫
Ii
a
(
z − j
N
)
dzdy = ‖g‖∞‖a‖L1(I).
The same bound holds for G and by linearity, we deduce the continuity property. By
density of periodic C1(I) function in L1(I), we may assume that a ∈ C1(I).
Write for x ∈ Ii, and r varying over (RDC\S1) ∪RD:
GN(u)(x) =
N∑
j=1
∑
r
γDr θ
(
uCi +
γCr
µ
γNij )
)
θ
(
uDi + γ
D
r γ
N
ij )
)
N
∫
Ij
λr(uj)
∫
Ii
a
(
z − j
N
)
dzdy,
and
G(u)(x) =
N∑
j=1
∑
r
γDr θ(uC(x))θ(uD(x))N
∫
Ij
λr(u(y))
∫
Ii
a(x− y)dzdy.
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Thus, since θ is bounded by 1, a by a(0) and is a bounded function,
∣∣GN(u)(x)−G(u)(x)∣∣
≤ a(0)
∑
r
|γDr |
N∑
j=1
∫
Ij
∣∣g(uj)− g(u(y))∣∣ dy
+a(0)γ¯λ¯(ρ˜T )
∣∣∣∣θ(uCi + γCrµ γNij ))θ(uDi + γDr γNij ))− θ(uC(x))θ(uD(x))
∣∣∣∣
+γ¯λ¯(ρ˜T )
N∑
j=1
N
∫
Ij
∫
Ii
∣∣∣∣a
(
z − j
N
)
− a(x− y)
∣∣∣∣ dz dy
This clearly goes to zero when N →∞ thanks to (3.12) and the Lipschitz property
of θ, g, a and u. 
4.5 On the Gronwall-Bellman argument
Proof of Lemma 3.3. From Proposition 2.2 and the observations at the beginning of
Section 2.3,〈(∇±NTN(t)f)2 , 1〉
2
= 〈TN(2t)f,∆Nf〉2
=
∑
m
[〈|f, ϕm,N〉2∣∣2 + 〈|f, ψm,N〉2∣∣2] e−2βm,N tβm,N
=
∑
m
(
ϕ2m,N
(
j
N
)
+ ψ2m,N
(
j
N
))
e−2βm,N tβm,N
≤ 2
∑
m
e−2βm,N tβm,N .
Similarly, 〈
(TN (t)f)
2 , 1
〉
2
≤ 1 + 2
∑
m>0
e−2βm,N t.
The result then holds for
hN(t) = 1 + 4
∑
m>0
e−2βm,N t (βm,N + 1) , (4.1)
since β0,N = 0 and βm,N > cm
2 for m > 0 and c > 0, where c is independent of m and
N . 
Proof of Lemma 3.4. Let f(x) = ex and note
0 ≤ f”(x+ y) = f(x)f(y) ≤ 3f(x) if |y| ≤ 1.
Using change of variables for functions of bounded variation, we have for t0 ≤ t ≤ t1,
f(m(t)) = 1 +
∫ t
t0
f ′
(
m(s−)
)
dm(s)
+
∑
t0≤s≤t
[
f(m(s))− f (m(s−))− f ′ (m(s−)) δm(s)]
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≤ 1 +
∫ t
t0
f ′
(
m(s−)
)
dm(s) +
3
2
∑
t0≤s≤t
f
(
m(s−)
)
(δm(s))2,
by Taylor’s theorem, (ii) of Lemma 3.4 and our observations at the start of the proof.
Note that
∫ t
t0
f ′
(
m(s−)
)
dm(s) has mean 0 and after applying (iii) of Lemma 3.4 and
taking expectations, we have
Ef(m(t)) ≤ 1 + 3
2
∫ t
t0
Ef(m(s))h(s)ds.
The result then follows form Gronwall’s inequality. 
Proof of Lemma 3.5. We want to identify the martingale part of
∑
s≤t
[
δm¯C(t)
]2
. Inte-
grating m¯C(t) by parts leads to
m¯C(t) =
〈
TN(t¯− t)ZNC (t ∧ τ) +
∫ t
0
∆NTN (t¯− s)ZNC (s ∧ τ)ds, f
〉
2
=
〈
TN (t¯− t)ZNC (t ∧ τ), f
〉
2
+
〈∫ t
0
∆NTN (t¯− s)ZNC (s ∧ τ)ds, f
〉
2
.
Since t 7→
∫ t
0
∆NTN(t¯ − s)ZNC (s ∧ τ)ds is continuous, the corresponding term does not
jump and consequently
δm¯C(t) = δ
〈
TN(t¯− t)ZNC (t ∧ τ) , f
〉
2
=
[
δTN(t¯− t)uNC (t ∧ τ)
]
j
,
where j has been fixed within {1, · · · , N}. Observing that
[TN (t¯− t)uNC (t)]j =
N∑
i=1
uN,Ci (t)[TN (t¯− t)1i]j,
we have[
δTN (t¯− t)uNC (t)
]2
j
=
(
N∑
j=1
[
δuN,Ci (t)
]
[TN(t¯− t)1i]j
)2
=
N∑
i=1
([
δuN,Ci (t)
]2
[TN (t¯− t)1i]2j
+
[
δuN,Ci (t)
] [
δuN,Ci−1 (t)
]
[TN(t¯− t)1i]j [TN(t¯− t)1i−1]j
+
[
δuN,Ci (t)
] [
δuN,Ci+1 (t)
]
[TN(t¯− t)1i]j [TN(t¯− t)1i+1]j
)
We need the forthcoming.
Lemma 4.1. We have [TN(t)1i]j = [TN (t)1j]i for all 1 ≤ i ≤ N .
Proof. Let 1 ≤ i ≤ N and t ≥ 0 be fixed. We first remark that
〈1i, ϕ〉2 = ϕj = v(j/N) ∀ϕ ∈ HN .
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Then, from the spectral decomposition of TN(t) on
(
H
N , 〈·, ·〉2
)
(see Proposition 2.2),
[TN (t)1i]j =
∑
m
e−βm,N t
(〈
1i, ϕm,N
〉
2
ϕjm,N +
〈
1i, ψm,N
〉
2
ψjm,N
)
=
∑
m
e−βm,N t
(
ϕim,N
〈
1j, ϕm,N
〉
2
+ ψim,N
〈
1j, ψm,N
〉
2
)
= [TN (t)1j]i. 
Now, from Lemma 3.1, there exists a martingale M(t) such that, using periodicity and
Lemma 4.1, we get∑
s≤t
[
δTN(t¯− s)uNC (t)
]2
j
=
N∑
i=1
1
µ
∫ t∧τ
0
{[
N2
(
uN,Ci+1 (s) + 2u
N,C
i (s)u
N
i−1(s)
)
+
(
|F |2i + µ
∣∣FN1 ∣∣2i) (uN(s))] [TN(t¯− s)1i]2j
−N2(uN,Ci (s) + uN,Ci−1 (s))[TN (t¯− s)1i]j [TN (t¯− s)1i−1]j
−N2(uN,Ci (s) + uN,Ci+1 (s))[TN(t¯− s)1i]j [TN(t¯− s)1i+1]j} ds +M(t)
=
1
µ
∫ t∧τ
0
{
N∑
i=1
uN,Ci (s)N
2([TN(t¯− s)1i−1]2j + 2[TN(t¯− s)1i]2j + [TN (t¯− s)1i+1]2j
−2[TN (t¯− s)1i]j[TN (t¯− s)1i−1]j
−2[TN (t¯− s)1i+1]j [TN(t¯− s)1i]j)
+
N∑
i=1
(
|F |2i + µ
∣∣FN1 ∣∣2i
) (
uN(s)
)
[TN (t¯− s)1i]2j
}
ds +M(t)
=
1
µN
∫ t∧τ
0
{
1
N
N∑
i=1
(N [TN (t¯− s)N1j ]i+1 − [TN(t¯− s)N1j ]i
)2
+
(
N [TN (t¯− s)N1j]i − [TN (t¯− s)N1j]i−1)
2
+
1
N
N∑
i=1
(
|F |2i + µ
∣∣FN1 ∣∣2i
) (
uN(s)
)
[TN (t¯− s)N1i]2j
}
ds + M(t)
=
1
µN
∫ t∧τ
0
[〈
uNC (s),
(∇+NTN(t¯− s)f)2 + (∇−NTN(t¯− s)f)2〉
2
+
〈(
|F |2 + µ∣∣FN1 ∣∣2) (uN(s)) , (TN(t¯− s)f)2〉
2
]
ds+M(t). 
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